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Our 100th Year
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Volume 100 No 228

Bank Robbery

4

Merchants Should Be On Lookout For New $20 Bills

— 'Spanish Affa,

COMPOSITE SKETCH — Police artists made this composite sketch of the
robber who took an undisclosed sum of money from the southside branch
of the Peoples Bank early Friday morning. The sketch was made from
eyewitness descriptions. Anyone seeing a person resembling the man in
the sketch should contact the Murray Police Department.

According To Advance Text

Area merchants have been notified to
and stepped outside on the porch.
be on the alert for any persons atA white male in his 30s came around
tempting to spend new uncirculated $2)
the north side of the branch and pointed
bills which were taken in an early
a blue steel weapon at Wilson, Swann
Friday morning robbery of the
said. The man then pointed the gun at
southside branch of the Peoples Bank.
Swann and told him to give him the two
Murray Police Department Capt.
large brown bags he was carrying. The
Dale Spann said that the money taken
weapon was either a revolver or an
in the armed robbery consisted of the
automatic pistol.
sn bills. The bank has not released the
Swann said later,"He came up pretty
amount of money involved, but it is not
fast and it stunned me. I guess I just
thought to be a large amount.
hesitated for a minute without doing
Spann said that merchants should get
anything. Then Mr. Wilson said,'Give it
all the information they can on the
to him,' and I did."
persons using the bills, including the
After Swann handed the robber the
license number and the kind of vehicle
bags, he said the man ran to the station
the person is in, and should contact the
wagon and looked in. When he saw the
police department immediately.
keys were not in the car, he told Swarm
The money was taken after unarmed
to give him the keys and Swarm did. The
bank courier Ewing Swann arrived at
man then drove the car south on Highthe branch on South 12th Street (U.S.
way 641 at a high rate of speed.
Highway 641 South) around 8:50 a.m.
Swarm said that he and Wilson went
prior to the bank's opening. He was
into the building before the gunman had
transporting money for the day's
driven off the parking lot and alerted
banking activities from the downtown
police.
bank to the branch.
The car was found abandoned on the
Swann said that when he arrived at
parking lot of Corvette Lanes at 15th
the branch in a bank-owned 1977 blue
and Main Streets approximately 15
Chevrolet station wagon, he parked on
minutes later. Spann said that it Eiji,
the south side of the building. Janitor
pears the man abandoned the car and
Relmon Wilson, who was inside the
fled on foot with one of the bags and the
.bank, unlocked the front door for Swarm
keys to the car. The other bag was

Nunn Will Vow To Improve Highway 94
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn was
expected to promise today to improve
state route 94 E from Murray to Kentucky Lake, according to an advance
text of the prepared speech released to
The Murray Ledger & Times.
"We will make travel on this road
safer and more convenient, not only for
the people of Murray and Calloway
County, but for the thousands of tourists
who visit the Kentucky Lakes region
every year," Nunn was scheduled to
say at a press conference on the
Murray State University campus this
afternoon

In the prepared text, Nunn said
passing lanes, widening at some points,
and improvement and strengthening of
the bridges on the route could greatly
improve travel conditions.
Route 94 is an important connector to
the interstate system, Nunn noted,
since the roadway links with 1-24 east of
the lakes.
"Improving access to the major highways is an important priority item as
far as the secondary roads go," Nunn
said.
Nunn also was to pledge to see that

the four-lane section of U. S. 641 North
of Murray is completed as soon as
practical.
"Murray is the only town of its size in
Kentucky without a four-lane highway
leading to it and connecting it with
other major highways," Nunn said,
according to the text. "The city
deserves better."
"This is no time to give up on our
highway program," Nunn said. "We
have to set our priorities carefully,
however, and these two projects
deserve high priority."
Nunn said he is committed to a

Women Return From Alabama
After Assisting Storm Victims

Two women who have just returned
from south Alabama where they
assisted victims of Hurricane Frederic
say it is very important that everyone
keep a two weeks supply of canned
goods, water and other items normally
needed during an emergency in case
the area is hit by a disaster of some
sort.
Ruth Hegyi, of Hamlin, Ky., and Lola
Carroll of Freeport, M., both accompanied the Seventh Day Adventist
Church disaster van to Mobile, Ala.,
last week where they found the
hurricane victims were desperate for
water, milk and edible food products.
The two ladies left Murray on Sept. 14
and returned on Tuesday of this week.
The church's tractor-trailer van was
filled with clothing from the KentuckyTennessee Conference of the Seventh
Day Adventist Church, as well as some
food and other needed items.
"We feel it is important to make
people aware of the need to keep a two
week supply of canned goods, nonperishable items, have water in gallon
milk containers with lig teaspoon of
bleach in each gallon and to keep 15 to
20 gallons of water in the home because
in such emergencies normal water
supplies are not available," Mrs. Hegyi
said.
Hurricane Frederic crashed into the
Gulf Coast on Wednesday, Sept. 12,

ripping apart homes, flattening
businesses and felling trees and power
lines along the coast from Florida to
Louisiana.
Electric power was cut off for many
days in the Mobile area as well as other
sites along the Gulf Coast that were
damaged by the hurricane.
The church van arrived on the scene
on Friday, Sept. 14, and the volunteers
worked in aiding the victims until
Tuesday, Sept. 18.
"By then," they said, "members of
the local churches in Mobile had gotten
on their feet and were able to continue
the relief work."
When the Adventist van first arrived
in Mobile the people seemed calm
because the storm had been over about
36 hours, the two volunteers said. "Most
seemed in shock as almost each home
had some damage," they added, saying
that some victims had "not lost
everything but everything was wet and
there was no way to get it dry."
Power had been restored in many
areas by Tuesday of this week and
grocery stores were open as the ladies
left to return home.
The church van was headquartered
at the Mobile Seventh Day Adventist
Junior Academy where the staff slept
on sleeping bags on the floor.
A generator on the van was hooked
into the school's electric circuitry to

VOLUNTEER WORKERS — Ruth Hegyi, left, of Hamlin, and her
aunt, Lola
Carroll of Freeport, Ill., returned this week from Mobile, Ala., where they
assisted in giving aid to victims of Hurricane Frederic. The two ladies
were
volunteer workers who when the scene with the Seventh Day Adventist
Church disaster van.

provide electricity at that site but the
water available could be used only for
bathing, not for drinking.
Mrs. Carroll had been visiting with
Mrs. Hegyi, her niece, on a month's
vacation when the hurricane struck.
The volunteer workers expressed
appreciation to the cooperation of local
citizens in aiding the hurricane victims

"diversified, healthy economy based on
coal, agriculture,tourism, industry and
small business," which he said must be
supported by an adequate transportation system.
Nunn also was scheduled to point to
his record on road imporvements,
saying that the records show that
during his term as governor, in
Calloway County alone he made major
improvements to 68 miles of road and
blacktopped 87 more miles during his
first term in 1967-71.
The former governor was also
scheduled to say that Murray State is
"an important part" of the state's
higher education system and pledge to
work with educational authorities to
"continue improving its stature as a
vital resource center for Western
Ketucky" and continue attracting
students from Tennessee as well.
Nunn was also expected to comment
on his intended future release of an
educational platform which has as one
of its major planks to "restore the
massive erosion that inflation has inflicted on the salary level of our college
professors," including those at MSU.
Nunn also was scheduled to pledge to
maintain the traditional autonomy of
the Department of Fish and Wildlife,
one state agency which has never been

Civic Music
"We will guarantee that outdoorsAssociation Ends inoriented
people, people knowledgeable
the area of game and wildlife
management, continue to run the
Annual Drive
program," Nunn said according to the
The Murray Civic Music Association
has completed its annual membership
drive, according to Mrs. C.C. Lowry,
vice president for funding.
Lowry said that the membership
tickets will be mailed prior to the first
concert Oct. 12. She added those who
have not mailedlheir checks should do
so to: Murray Civic Music Association.
1010 Westgate, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Members are to note the first concert
with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
ill feature Leon Bates as piano soloist.
playing the Rachmaninoff Second
Piano Concerto in C minor. The
Russian spectacular, Moscow Pops,
featuring stars of the Bolshoi Opera and
the Kiev Ballet, will be presented Oct
26.
The Murray Civic Music Concert
Series is presented in cooperation with
Murray State University and supported
by the Kentucky Arts Commission and
the Southern Arts Federation.
Murray ticket holders also are admitted to Paducah Community Concerts. MSU students are admitted upon
presentation of their identification
cards.
The Murray season is:
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Robert
Shaw, director, Leon Bates, soloist.
8:15 p.m., Oct. 12.
Moscow Pops Orchestra, with stars Of
the BoLshoi, 8:15 p.m., Oct. 26.
Bohemian State Folk Ballet of
Prague, 3 p.m., Nov. 25.
Janina Fialkowska, pianist, 3 p.m.,
March 23.
The Paducah season is:
Theatre Chamber Players of Kennedy Center, 8 p.m., Oct. 9:
Fred Waring Show, 8 p.m., Nov. 7.
Vienna Master Singers and Players, 8
p.m., March 1.
New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra,
p.m., March 78.

text.
He was expected to add that he
"firmly opposes" gun control and is
himself a gun owner and sportsman.
"I am not the one who is bringing one
of the nations' foremost anti-gun
figures to Kentucky," Nunn said, a
reference to a scheduled campaign visit
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts on behalf of Democratic
gubernatorial nominee John Y. Brown
Jr.

found empty on the back seat of the car.
The man is described as being of
medium build, about 5-foot-10 or 5-foot11 and weighing around 165 pounds. He
has brown hair and a short beard and
was wearing a light-colored coat and a
brown hat.
Several people eating at Jerry's
Restaurant across the highway saw the
robbery and stated that they had seen
the subject before. The captain also
said that it appears the man had been
watching the bank operations for
several days since several people had
seen him in the area

Police artists have made a composite
sketch of the subject from eyewitness
.descriptions, Anyone seeing a person
resembling the man in the composite
should contact the police department,
Spann said.
The car was dusted for fingerprints,
according to the captain. He also said
one suspect was questioned but was
released.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
was called in and is assisting the police
department, Calloway County sheriff's
department and the Kentucky State
Police in the investigation.

Tryouts Scheduled For
'Fiddler On The Roof'
The cast for the Community
Theatre's production of "Fiddler on the
Roof" that is to be selected from
tryouts this Monday and Tuesday will
have the opportunity to work with
professional actress Mary Stout,
director Richard Valentine announced
today.
The auditions for Broadways' longest
running musical will be held Monday
and Tuesday in the meeting room of the
Public Library. No preparation is
necessary and interested persons can
tryout anytime between 7 p.m. and 9
either evening. There are roles for 12
men, 10 women and a chorus.
Mary Stout will work closely with
Valentine, music director Tim
Hawkins, choreographer Beth Lovins
and some cast members during her 16day stay in Calloway County as a
professional artist in residence. Her
work will involve stage movement,
characterization and some vocal
coaching. Miss Stout has a host of
credits in musical theatre.
Most recently she was seen as Noah's
wife Esther in the Playhouse
Associates production of "Two by Two"
which toured the Southeast. Other
musicals include "Cabaret," "Godspell," "Little Mary Sunshine," and
"South Pacific." Mary performed at
the Kennedy Center in Washington last
March, has Oven a command performance at the Governor's Mansion
for Tennessee Governor Lamar
Alexander, and was a featured performer onstage at the Grand Ole Opry
House.

Voice Of Cartoon
Stars Hospitalized;
Appearance Cancelled
The appearance of Mel Blanc, voice
of countless cartoon characters, at 8
p.m. Monday, Sept. 24, at Murray State
University has been cancelled, according to David Kratzer, director of
the Student Center.
The announcement was made
Friday.
Blanc; whose voice is heard
throughout the world as Bugs Bunny,
Porky Pig, Tweety and the Road
Runner: has been hospitalized in Los
Angeles, Kratzer said.
The program had been scheduled in
the Student Center Auditorium,
sponsored by the Student Government
Association.

Murray audiences may remember
her visit here in spring of 1977 when she
and Valentine presented their own
musical cabaret as a dinner theatre at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord. They
are currently collaborating on a new
show, "Act Two," to be presented
October 11, 12 & 13 at the Colonial
House.
Her appearances and workshops are
sponsored by the Community Theatre.
In addition to her work with "Fiddler"
and the dinner theatre, she will tour
with local performers in a musical
revue to every school in the city and
county.
She will perform in the radio comedy
"Mary and the Fairy" on Theatre of the
Air,( WKMS FM,91.3 Saturday, Oct. 6,
5-7 p.m.) and will premier "Table Top
Theatre" on the upper level of Pagliai's
on Tuesday, Oct. 9. "Table Top
Theatre" will continue to feature informal performances of theatre and
music every Tuesday night at Pagliai's
Restaurant on Main St.
For more information about Mary'
Stout's visit, "Fiddler" auditions, or
any of the Community Theatre's
programs, call the theatre office at 7537511.
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mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today and Sunday. Fair and cool tonight. Highs
today in the low to mid 70s. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 50s. A
little warmer Sunday, with highs
in the upper 70s. Winds northerly
at 5 to 10 miles an hour today,
becoming light northeasterly
tonight.

'Miss Rangerette'
Pageant Will Be
Held Sunday, Oct. 14
The annual "Miss Rangerette
Pageant" will be held Sunday, Oct. 14,
at the Woodmen of the World building,
South Third and Maple Streets,
Murray.
This annual event will be sponsored
by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
WOW Miss Michelle Spann, 1978 Miss
Rangerette, will crown her successor at
the event scheduled at 2 p.m.
Rules of the contest include the
following: Girls, ages 8 through 15,
eligible to enter except for past
recipients of the title; judging will be on
poise, personality, natural charm,
talent fat least three minutes in length
and no longer than five minutes), and
response to one question: attire is semiformal (long or short Sunday dress).
An application, published on page 12
in today's issue of the Mitrroy Ledger dr
Times should be compl'e'ted and
returned to Mrs. Arm Spann, 1615 Loch
Lomond Drive, Murray,Ky., 42071, on
or before Sept. 28. For additional information persons may call Mrs Spann
at 753-3508.

HERE FROM TRINIDAD — The Rev. Nelton Richardson, left,
and the Rev
Peter Francis, center, are spending two weeks in this area
staying at the
home of the Rev. Calvin Wilkins, right, pastor of the Elm Grove
Baptist
Church, and his wife. The men are Baptist ministers in Trinidad
where the
Rev. Wilkins, the Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor of West Fork Baptist
Church,
and the Rev. Mason Bevil!, pastor of Kirksey Baptist Church, have
been on
mission trips. While here they are speaking in various churches in
the area
and also at the Mid-Continent Bible College, Mayfield. A special
event for
ftte two Baptist ministers will be held Thursday. Sept. 27, at Elm
Grove
Church and the public is invited to attend. The two will be leaving
to return
to Trinidad on Friday, Sept. 28.
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Community Calendar Events Open House Planned

HEALTH

At Calloway High

Keep the legs active

Saturday • Sept. 22
Tuesday,Sept. 25
Monday.Sept. 24
Fish Fry, sponsored by the
Ellis Center will be open
Murray High School PTO
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Knights of Columbus. will be
An open house will be held at Calloway County High School
will sponsor an open house from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
held on the grounds of St.
Monday,
Sept.
on
24,
from
8:30
according
7
p.m.,
to
to
the
activities
by
the
Murray
starting at 7:15 p.m.
Leo's Church front 3 to 8 p.m.
principal, Jerry Ainley.
Senior Citizens.
help protect against their rung and walking will not
DEAR DR
LAMB drinks
eat;
you
can
fish
the
All
All parents are encouraged to visit the high school and visit
Please comment on the pros complications. I'm sending cause varicose veins Quite
Reservations for the ladies
with meal free. Adults Murray TOPS (take off
with the teachers of their children, Ainley said. Parents may
and cons of starting to jog if you The Health Letter num- the contrary, keeping your
day luncheon on Wednesday at
you have varying degrees of ber 5-8, Varicose Veins Other legs active as op
$3.50; under 12- $2.00.
pounds sensibly ) Club will
check
with
the
high
school
that
office
night
the
to
schedules
for
the Murray Country Club
varicose
veins I've heard con- readers who want this issue standing still or even sitting
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
their
of
children.
Refreshments
be
will
served
in
the
should be made by today with
can
send
75
cents
in
check or still may help prevent them
flicting medical comment
League of Women Voters
Center.
cafeteria throughout the even.ng hours.
Some say don't jog if you have coin with a long, stamped, Individuals who do have to
will register voters in front of Lou Ann Prulpott.
Ainley said all parents of :alloway students should take
varicose veins, other say start self-addressed envelope for it. stand still for long periods of
Bible Journaling Class will
Otasco in Bel Air Shopping
this opportunity to meet the faculty of the high school and to
gradually and work up slowly Send your request to me, in time or sit still for long periSingles Unlimited will meet meet at the home of Mr. and
Center front 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
discuss the educational philosophy and goals of the school
over a period of time and then care of this newspaper, P.O. ods of time are well advised
at 6 p.m. at the parking lot of Mrs. Frank Roberts, 1665
you'll be O.K. What do you Box 1551, Radio City Station, to use some external pressure
with the staff and administration.
the
First
United
Methodist
Calloway,at 7 p.m.
New York, NY 10019
say?
'Events at Land Between the
on the legs such as support
You should know that run- hose
DEAR READER - I say it
Lakes will include Dried Church to leave by van to eat
Activities at First United
depends on the results of your
Plants for Winter Decoration at the Country Crossroads
examination
Restaurant
Church will include
Hardin.
Methodist
at
Specifically,
from Ito 3 p.m. and Ghosts of
which veins in your legs are
Men's Prayer breakfast at Tr..
lAaxnes Hollow at 2 pin., both
involved
Divorce Support Group, a.m.; Bazaar workshop at 9'
at Empire Farm; Night
You have two major sets of
CORN. JR
sponsored
from
Out
Mothers'
Day
by
Counseling
a.m.;
and
veins in the legs. The superfiVisual at 8 p.m. at Center
Neighborhood
Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood, cial ones are those you see
09-08-79
Station; Trail Hike from 2 to 3 Testing Center, Murray State 9 to 11:30 a.m.;
University, will meet at Prayer Group at? p.m.
Murray, Mrs. Nora J. Hale, underneath the skin. The deep
Adults 126
p.m, starting
at
The
Ordway Hall. For information
NORTH
9-22-A
-Fortune gives too much
Rt.
1, Box 246, Almo, Miss ones are inside the muscles
Nursery
4
Honieplace-1850.
and you can't see those at all. to many, but to none
•
K 74 3
call 762-6851.
Mary
Frances Sexton, 709 The
No Newborn Admissions
✓ K Q J 72
superficial ones are con- enough."- Martial.
Le Cercle rancais, Murray
Main St., Murray, Nolan C. nected to the deep
Dismissals
•8 7 4 2
veins.
High School students studying
Parents Anonymous will
Alexander,
1520
Porter Court,
Mrs. Janis Ruth Diggs and
•- The big deep veins have litFrench, will have a sidewalk meet at 7:15 p.m. For inBaby Boy, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lavine I. tle valves in them and as your
EAST
WEST
Fortune had a smile.for
cafe in front of the Panhandler formation call 7594875 or 759Mrs. Belinda C. Owens, Rt. 8, Carter, Rt. 6, Box 292-A9, muscles contract with just today's declarer, however, •9 6 5
•A Q J 8
in the Bel Air Center starting 1792.
plain
walking
or
jogging,
they
✓ 83
V 54
Box 159, Benton, Mrs. Vicki L. Murray.
at 9:30a.m.
squeeze these veins and push it was not enough. Perhaps • K J 9
•6 5
Oliver, 210 South 9th St.,
a hearty laugh might have
the
blood
toward
up
your
• 10 7 5 4 2
•K 9 8 6 3
Adult
Great
Books
Murray, Randall D. Mathis, 9-9-79
heart. The blood can't run It'd declarer to his opportu, An open horse show, Discussion Group is scheduled
SOUTH
nit.N
Box
1,
74,
Rt.
Farmington,
backward because the little
Miss Jan Cooper, Nov. 3rd
sponsored by the Hardin to meet at the Calloway Public
Adults 136
• 102
Declarer won the -first
valves flap shut.
bride-elect of Randy Walker, Billy T. Edmonds, 502 Newborns 4
Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m. Library at 7 p.m.
✓ A 10 9 6
As
the
trump
blood
wondered
is
and
about
from
passed
Meadow
Lane,
Murray,
Mrs.
complimented
with
was
a
• A Q 103
at the West Kentucky
deep
the
veins
up
to
the
heart,
(tummy.
How
better
much
Coke party on Saturday, Sept. Mary E. Whitaker, Rt. 3,Box
•AQJ
No Newborns
Livestock and Exposition
the superficial veins empty would it have been had
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Center, College Farm Road. the Health Center, North 15, at the home of Mrs. Robert 332, Murray, Sammy Joe
and
pressure
decreases
the
dummy's void been in
Dismissals
Kimbro, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Houston.
inside the veins in the legs. So
Admission will be $1.
Vulnerable: North Seventh and Olive Streets, at
Mrs. Rhupayne L. Adams, just plain walking will spades instead of in clubs
The hostesses for the Marion G. Brown, Rt. 1,
In that case, the maximum South. Dealer: South. The
7:30 p.m.
Rt,
2,
Box
56-C,
Murray,
Mrs.
decrease
the
Benton,
Luke
pressure
B.
Powell,
in
the
P.O.
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
Murray State University
losers would have been two bidding:
Karen Glover and Mrs. Joyce Box 8, Counce, Tenn., Mrs. Beverly M. Lax, Box 24, New veins in the legs of a normal diamonds and declarer
Racers will play Tennessee
Four-H Club and FFA Steer
South West North East
Barbara Cloriece Sanders, 821 Concord, Miss Victoria A. person If you stand still, the
Tech in a football game at Show will begin at 10 a.m. at Houston.
Pass
pressure will gradually could have chalked up his 1 NT Pass 240
Woods,
1625
Miller,
Murray,
Miss Cooper chose to wear N. 19th St., Murray, William
211,
4V
Pass
All
Stewart Stadium starting at the West Kentucky Livestock
increase under the influence vulnerable game
Mrs.
Debbie
J.
Richardson,
Gean,
Jeffrey
Rt.
205A,
1,
Box
from her trousseau a black
pass
"Oh well," thought
of gravity. That's why stand7:30 p.m.
Exposition Center, College
Rt.
1,
Farmington,
Mrs.
Mary
ing is hard on your veins.
and red skirt with a beige Buchanan, Tenn., Miss
declarer, "maybe I'll
Farm Road.
Ann Clark, 801 South 16th St.,
Now if you have superficial make some finesses."
blouse and mtching ac- Scarlett A. Tripp, 1610 Sunset,
Invitational Golf TourOpening lead: Eight of
Murray, Mrs. Neva 0. Murray, Mrs. Reva B. Har- varicose veins, those deep
A second trump was trumps.
nament at Murray State will
Pap Smear Clinic will be cessories. She was presented a Manning, Rt. Benton,
veins
are
still
per,
Rt.
6,
working
Box 238, Cadiz, C.
and drawn and declarer led a
3,
Ezell
continue today with awards held at the Calloway County corsage of red roses.
D. Worley, Rt. 2, Box 320, when you walk or jog the spade to dummy's king
Her mother, Mrs. Jimmy Tharp, 225 Warren St., Paris,
presentation to be at ap- Health Center at 1 p.m. Call
superficial veins will empty
Cooper, her mother-in-law to Tenn., Paul S. Vonschoech, Murray, Paul E. Pitts, Rt. 5, into the deep veins and the and East's ace. East clubs and the defenders get
proximately 1 p.m.
753-3381 for an appointment.
Box
477A,
Murray,
Larry
P.
10D,
6,
Box
Rt.
Murray,
Mrs.
deep veins will drain toward shifted to a diamond and only two spades and the
be, Mrs. Joe‘flumphreys, and
Sunday,Sept. 23
grandmother, Mrs. Ken Zilpah S. Saxon, Rt. 4, Pyla, 1315 Olive Blvd., your heart. As a result, the South began to have that king of clubs.
her
Activities by Hazel Senior
One good rule about
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
walking actually helps to uneasy feeling. He' was
Myers, were also presented Mayfield, Mrs. Bernice L. Murray.
Citizens
will
finesses.
Always take that
start
at
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a.m.
at
right.
diamond
The
went
10
empty
those dilated superfiwill hold its annual all day
rose corsages.
the Hazel Community Center.
to West's diamond jack one first that will eliminate
cial
varicose
In
veins.
those
homecoming services.
The refreshment table was
conditions, walking and jogg- and another spade went to the need for others.
covered with a white lace
ing are perfectly all right
East's jack. Another diaLecture
by
Mel
Blanc,
voice
All day services will be at
cloth and was centered with
If you happen to have an mond; another losing
Russell's Chapel United of the Walt Disney characters,
Bid with Corn
advanced case of varicose finesse, and the hand was
will be at 8 p.m. at the an arrangement of fall colored
Methodist Church with a
veins
and
the
deep
veins
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flowers
silk
made by her aunt,
Ilfle down.
Center
South holds
9-22-8
basket lunch at noon and University
involved, then even though
Mrs. Hardy Outland. The
DeClarer was unlucky) to • K 7 4 3
you squeeze the veins .each
gospel singing by The)King$ Auditorium, Murray State arrankement
was
have
later
lost all three finesses, ✓ K Q J 7 2
University. This is free to the
41D
time you contract your leg
Sons.
presented tor Miss Cooper as a
muscles the blood will run but he would have made • $ 7 4 2
public.
wedding gift.
right back down to your foot the game had he first lost a •- Events in Land Between the
Assorted
Under such circumstances, fourth. Instead of finessing
foods
party
were
Murray Area Vocational
Lakes will include Fall Skies
the exercise won't help but it in spades at trick three,
served
the
to
guests
who
and Butterflies at 1 p.m., Education Center will have an
probably won't be as harmful declarer should lead the 'firth south
called between the hours of 2
i•
IV
as standing, particularly if are and queen of clubs. On
Horsemanship from 1 to 4 open house from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
to 4 p.m.
•
you wear some external sup- these he throws two diap.m., and Fall ArrivalsMrs. Glover and Mrs.
port to the legs such as elastic monds out of dummy.
Welcome! from 3 to 5 p.m., all
Open house will be held at Houston
ANSWER: Four spades.
presented
the
stockings.
The finesse loses tla Ifothe high cards won't do
at Empire Farm; 19th Cen- Calloway County High School
honoree with a platter from
In the most advanced cases
tury Poetry Reading from 2 to from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
of varicose veins, it's essential East's club king and a it, perhaps the distribution
her chosen pattern of pottery.
3 p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
to have a careful clinical eval- diamond is fired back, but will.
Gift tables were used to
--uation and see if your condi- now declarer doesn't need
Tuesday,Sept. 25.
display the gifts received and
Send bridi-r questions to The
tion can't be improved with a diamond finesse. He goes Ares,
Monday,Sept. 24
Oak Grove Baptist Church
0 Box 12363, Dallas,
+979 by Cencagc TFinune N i NewS,Synd Inc
pieces of her chosen patterns
surgery So that you'll have a tip with his ace, discards Texas 75225, with self-addresaed.
Sinking Spring Baptist WMU will meet at 8 p.m. at
of china,crystal, and pottery.
stamped envelope for reply
(tummy's
better
diamond
on
understanding
last
of
variDEAR ABBY: I've read many letters in your column from
Church Men will meet at the home of Hilda Evitts.
op)rodO, 1479
cose veins and what causes the established jack of
ttttt Feature Syndicate. in
people who don't know what to do about uninvited guests.
Seven Seas.
them
and
what
you
can
do to
We have a nice little house at the beach which inspired the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
following:
Creative Arts Department, ihe Woodmen of the World will
June is past.'so is July.
Murray Woman's Club, will meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
ZILAFRO BOY
August is ended - likewise I.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club Ann Spann.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Zilafro
The pattering feet of summer and sun
house.
of Murray Route 6 are the
Are over, complete, exhausted, done!
Sigma
Xi
I've fed the young as well as the old.
Scientific parents of a baby boy, Joshua
Murray-Calloway
County Research Society will present) Charles. weighing seven
I've cooled the warm, I've warmed the cold.
The wounded and 'keeping I have consoled.
Hospital
Medical-Health a lecture on "Conversion of pounds 14 ounces, measuring
The tender and touchy I have cajoled.
Careers Explorer Post will Light Energy Into Chemial 20'4 inches, born on Thursday,
I have steeled the scared. I have scared the bold.
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) have an organizational Energy By Green Plants" by Sept. 13, at 7:57 a.m. at the
I have bit my tongue till it was controlled.
The
little Cornish hen
meeting .at the Community Dr. Govindjee
of the Murray-Calloway
County
I've broiled the steak, I have casseroled
probably never heard of
Room of the North Branch of University of Illinois at 8 p.m. Hospital.
And the grocer thinks I am made of gold.
Chicken Little, but the results
the Peoples Bank from 7 to 9 in the Nursing Building
The father is the assistant
(The other bills I have pigeon-holed.(
were the same anyway.
p.m.
Auditorium, Mason Hall, manager at Big John's in
And frankly, friends. I am ready to fold!
The sky' didn't fall, and the
Murray State University.
Next time I live I'll make the most
Murray.
cardboard box where the hen
Of being the guest not the host.
Grandparents are Mr. and
was placed remained intact
Dexter Senior Citizens will Mrs. Wells Bird and Mr. and
TIRED
despite a dired hit from a
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Mrs. Alex Zilafro, ail of East
halfton boulder.
DEAR ABBY:I am married to a man who has never cared
Center.
Prairie, Mo.
much for the company of men, but he sure likes the ladies!
The demonstration was put
REFINISHING 8.
Whenever we are. with a group of friends or relatives and
on by the International Paper
the men congregate in one room and the women in another.
Co. at the Western Packaging
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
you can always find Herman with the women.
Exposition.
He also has a cute way of turning the conversation to the
"The idea is that they're
•• '
,ng 8 Repo,rs
subject of sex, or something risque. He's 55 and not going
introducing a new crush-proof
'ism Bud,Furndure
•
Noreen Wojcik of Murray Gracie, Erwin, Kirksey, through any kind of change. lie's always been this way.
EVANGEUST - VINCE CERVERA
•At • • we &CM Hardware
paperboard," said exposition
women
My
friends
presented
are
"lucky"
how
the
me
lam
telling
always
program
the
at
president;
Babb,
Loraine
K,!chen
'
•C
spokesman Jim Greif."This is
meeting of the Jackson Mayfield; Anna Bell Earp, to have such an entertaining husband. Believe me, he's not
Services
simply
a way of demonall
that
entertaining
with
(All
no
me.
talk,
alone
when
he's
Purchase Doll Club held Mayfield.
strating that."
action, if you get my drift.)
Sunday - 10:45 A.M. & 7:00 P.M.
Tuesday, Sept. 4, at the
If you've ever heard of behavior like this before. I wish
As for the hen, who has gone
Each one present shared
Mayfield Library.
you'd explain it.
through the riwk ritual about
Nightly - 7:00 P.M.
"Bobbin lace Making" was one of her dolls with the group.
k1t,4% 114i SO
HERMAN'S WIFE
30 or 40 times a day since the
The next meeting will be
Vitiff.14
the subject of the program by
Luncheons (Tues.-Fri.) - 11:50 A.M.
exposition opened Sept. 17,
held Tuesday. Oct. 2, at 1 p.m.
Ms. Wojcik.
DEAR WIFE: Herman is • classic example of a man
Greif
said,
"she
seems
to
be
Officers of the club are at the Mayfield Library.
Nuisen, Provutey1
whose masculine ego needs constant stroking, so he seeks
ranaporuition Available
holding up all right. We had a
out social situations where he's sure to have a receptive
couple
of
TV
crews
here
and
audience and no competition.
she was a little flustered, but
As for this habit of talking about sex so much, those who
S. S. Goal for Sept. 23 - 800
she's OK now."
can. DO, and those who can't, talk about it.
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At Party
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She Fumigates
Beach Leeches

By Abigail Van Buren

Little Cornish Hen
Stays In Box While
Boulder Is Dropped

SPIRITUAL RENEWAL CRUSADE
First Baptist Church
September 23-28

Ouutys

Murrayan Gives Program
For Purchase Doll Club

1 492-8837 s

Movies to fit
any time
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 17 year-old boy. My sister who is 15
is adopted, so we are not blood relatives. right'?
We have always been very close, but now our relationship
seems to be headed in another direction. We have done a lot
of wrestling, touching and fondling, but so far nothing more.
We have talked about this and have come to the conclusion that because we are technically sister and brother, we
should not have any physical feelings for each other. Yet we
can't help how we feel.
What is morally right in this case? We are not blood
relatives, so maybe if we let our feelings go, we could marry
each other some day.
What do you think'?
BROTHERLY LOVE
DEAR BROTHERLY: Although you aren't blood
relatives, you are LEGALLY brother and sister. That could
create • problem should you want to marry later on.
Cool the wrestling, touching and fondling. Physical con
tact could lead to • physical relationship which would be
morally wrong at your ages. You both need to talk to a
trusted adult about your feelings. would hope you could
discuss this with your parents. H not, then a clergyman,
d
nor so
counselor. You
answers.ouasksome intelligent questions
and deserve
Getting married? K hether you want • formal church
wedding or • simple do your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding..
Send SI and • long, stamped 128 cents( self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly HEN, Calif,

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
IS BETTER,ISN'T IT?
Are you eating the right foods?
Are you getting enough vitamins & minerals for your
body to function effectively?
A complete diet analysis and nutritional profile
by the Murray
Nutritional Consultants will let you know for sure
Phone today for a consultation and appointment.

903 Sycamore St.

Murray Nutritional
Consultants
O2-7;1-9960

Murray, Ky. 42071

Pa
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Spann Offers Expanded Real Estate Services
A bright gold and brown
sign went up this week at 905
Sycamore where SPANN
REALTY ASSOCIATES, Inc.,
is now offering expanded
services in the real estate

Formerly Guy. Spann
Realty, SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES is a member of
the Multiple Listing Service
and
has ten licensed
salesmen, all of whom have
experience in marketing and

managing real estate and all
of whom are members of the
Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors, the Kentucky Association of Realtors
and the National Association
of Realtors.

re
rt

The principal broker, Helen Estate & Urban Economics .°
Association, the -Real Estate
her
received
Spann,
saleman's license in June Securities 48/ Syndication
1977, her associate broker's Institute.
The newest nwmber, of the
license in January 1979, and
was graduated second highest firm is James Green who
in the state from the Kentucky joined the firm in May 1979.
Realtor's Institute this Previously, James managed
Riveria Courts here in Murray
summer. She has successfully
completed two of the three and formerly owned and
in operated a clothing store in
necessary
courses
Mayfield. He attended Murray
Certified
becoming
a
-State
University, NorResidential Specialist.
Helen has served the thwestern State University at
Kentucky Association of Alva, Oklahoma and was a
Realtors as a member of the charter member of the
Kentucky Political Action Optimist Club in Mayfield as
well as a member of the
Committee and has served the
local board as Chairman of the Rotary Club.
He and his wife, Beverly,
Program Committee, and
RPAC. She is a member of the have two daughters, one son,
A BOARD-SAWING c'eremony was held this week to officially begin the Grand Opening of
Chamber of Commerce, the and five grandchildren.
the new Coast-To-Coast hardware store in Central Center. Participating in the ceremonies
Governor's Task Force on
were, left to right, Bud Conklin, district representative. Les Scott of the local store, James
Parks Development, the
Louise Baker, wife of the
Johnson, executive vice president of the local Chamber of Commerce, Marx LeCompte,
Governor's Commission on
store owner, Bill Boyd (partially hidden), president of Peoples Bank, Walt Apperson, presiTourism, Rho Epsilon three Late Dr. Walter F. Baker, has
dent of the Chamber of Commerce and publisher of The Murray Ledger & Times, Mayor
years as Chairman of the been a Realtor for over ten
Melvin Henley, County Judge Executive Robert 0. Miller, Harold Doran, vice-president of
Regional Co-Operative Travel years, having been associated
Peoples Bank, Mrs. LeCompte,Sandy Scott, and Gary Howard,new stores manager.
Advertising and many other with Guy Spann Realty since
the opening of his office in
civic activities.
She and her husband, Dale, January 1969.
Mrs. Baker has a brokers
have two sons Rickie, 10, and
license and can serve you in
Jeremy,2.
Guy Spann, Associate any phase of real estate.
Prentice Dunn, a life long
Broker, first opened the
resident of Murray and
business in January 1969 and
Public accounting has been
Zeman said that a potential dependence are important
is one of the most prominent Calloway County has been
called
the country's newest client should be demanding of parts of a CPA's work., -He's
employed
at
Pennwalt
Realtors in West Kentucky. In
1976, he was selected Realtor Chemicals in Calvert City, glamour job, perhaps because a CPA. "If he has the right the umpire, he calls them as
Kentucky for the past 26 an accountant's earning kind of a responsive CPA,he's he sees them," Zeman added.
of the Year by the Murray
power now equals that of going to get one whale of a
years.
Sometimes clients can
Calloway County Board of
lawyers
and is approaching service." However, the resent forthright opinions
Prentice
been
has
received
has
Realtors and
quality of service may depend from CPAs, but Zeman said
numerous other honors and associated with Guy Spann that of physicians.
-Today the emphasis is on upon how willing the client is the
third
parties
awards while serving as Realty as a salesMan, on a
President of the local Board as part-time basis, since 1970 and accountability. That requires to let the CPA conduct a shareholders and bankers well as Director of the Ken- upon retirement from Pen- accountants and if you want thorough investigation. expect to see such innwalt in the early part of 1980 the best you get a Certified Confidentiality
and in- dependence.
tucky Association. He has a
will be working full time with Public Accountant,— said
wide experience in civic and
Bernard
W.
Spann Realty Associates.
Gratzer,
public service.
A Sure Sign of Autumn
Other sales associates in- executive director of the
Associate Broker, Russell
clude, Loal Cole, who started Kentucky Society of CPAs.
Spurlock, became affiliated
The selection of a CPA
with the firm in May 1979. He his real estate career in 1975
should
be a very reasonable,
much
and
has
expertise
in
came to Murray in 1975 to
marketing and advertising. rational decision, according to
accept a position with Murray
State University where he is He and his wife, Fransuelle, Donald Zeman, CPA, head of
have two sons, Kevin and the Louisville office of Peat,
currently serving as Kentucky
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Glenn.
Real Estate Commission
Cost should be considered,
Wilcox
Glen
became
Chairholder in the College of
Business and Public Affairs. associated with Guy Spann but should not be the most
Realty in 1972. He and his important factor, Zeman said.
He has been recognized for his
efforts in implementing both a wife, Helen, have one son, "As a CPA my advice is to do
four year degree in real estate Timothy. Glen is also the a lot of background work,
president
and
general have a couple of meetings with
and a two year degree in real
manager
and the individuals or firms you're
WNBS
of
estate at MSU.
considering using," he said.
WAAW.
Mr. Spurlock has assisted
William Smiley, CPA,
former
Reeves,
Ray
prinmany Western Kentuckians
managing
partner of Frerman
cipal of Murray High School,
with preparation for the real
& Smiley, Louisville, said it is
are
and
Persall,
also
Jack
estate license examination
associated with SPANN also important to keep in mind
and has conducted frequent
whether specialized skills or
REALTY ASSOCIATES.
public seminars on subjects of
industry knowledge will be
REALTY
SPANN
interest to real estate licenses.
ASSOCIATES looks forward required. And potential clients
developers,farmers and home
being of service and invites probably want to find a firm
to
owners in Western Kentucky'.
the public to come to their that is the correct size.
He is a member of the Urban
"Generally, a firm would be
office at 905 Sycamore.
Land Institute American Real
selected which is not only
large enough to get the job
done timely and efficiently,
'but is also large enough to
grow with the client. Conversely, the client most times
would want to select a firm
that is not too large to have a
principal involved on a direct
and continuing basis," Smiley
said.
The search for a CPA can
often start on the basis of
recommendations from attorneys. bankers, business
friends, industry association
executives and others.
Several sessions should be
held between the CPA and the
potential client, during which
the CPA can meet the company bookkeeper, controller,
other officers and inspect the
records. During the sessions,
the client may ask the CPA the
following
questions:— Size
and professional status of the
CPA's staff.
— Special
industry
knowledge the CPA might
Boyer Tree Service was recently contracted to retard
have.
insect damage to tree's of the Oakhurst Estate on
We have an innovative policy called PCP—Per— General size of the CPA
sonal Comprehensive Protection—from The Con•
Murray State's campus. Pictured on the left is John
firm's principal clients.
ttnental Insurance Companies And if you own a
Boyer, owner of the tree service, putting brick and
— The CPA's business
home and arcar. PCP offers you exceptional value
mortar in a decayed portion of this American Red Oak.
philosophy, attitude toward
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
The tree's were first heavily sprayed and then filled
protection for your car, for your home and for its contaxation, audit and accounting
and capped in an effort to save them. About three
tents And separate policies often cost you more, in
authorities.
tons of material were used to save the three trees.
time as well as money
— The CPA's plan for acHelping John in the foreground is Jim Bissent. For
PCP, on the other hand, gives you one amount of
complishing the client's
similar services or free estimates Boyer an be reached
roperty protection for your home and its contents.
requirements and anticipated
nd one amount of liability protection for your c r
at 753-8536.
fee.
and home. Plus. PCP gives you the option to ink4de
---no"
,
e2-‘417
.-0,1-0154P-iii-055-0
,
56"
1
your hospital. disability income and mortgage life n
surance in the same plan
We've
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timeGot
saving, and in many cases, more economical.
Come see us or call We'll be glad to
the Shield
A child's allowance should
show you what PCP can do to make
be consistent with the
you-and your property- more secure
economic standards of the
For your
family. The allowance
Lite•Health•Home
See or Phone
should not be used either as
Gar•Farm•Business
Bob Billington CPCU
a reward or as a punishLOOK TO TIOF 6141f LO
Guy Billington
ment, according to child
Owen Billington
psychologists.
Dan Shipley
Romig Noss
by Bill Boyd
Tom Scruggs
sad
We're money management specialists so let us
Mike Outland
Sassy Noss
help you whenever you face a problem where
The
money is involved.

Coast-To-Coast Opens

h'he

'Glamour Job' Pay Increases

SPANN REALTY ASSOCIATES—Pictured from left are members of Spann Realty
Associates, James Green, Guy Spann, Louise Baker, Russell Spurlock and Helen Spann.
In the background is their new sign. The business was formerly Guy Spann.
(,t
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GRAND OPENING — Pictured from left are Lee Hopkins, Laura Hopkins and Gary
Paulsen of Hopkins Gulf. The station located on Sycamore across from Jim Fain Motors
is expecting to have it's Grand Opening Friday and Saturday,September 27 and 28.

la

tee Hopkins Announces
Ownership Of Gulf Station
Lee Hopkins, has recently
gnnounced the ownership of
Oopkins Gulf, 811 Sycamore,
'cross from Jim Fain Motors.
2 Hopkins, a 1979 graduate of
Murray High School, opened
die station June,2 and has just
krmally announced the

ownership.
With the help of one other
mechanic, Gary Paulsen, and
his older sister, Laura
Hopkins, Lee's station will
provide all minor maintenance, including tune-ups.

Let us help you plan and
design your kitchen

•Merillat *Quaker Maid
Available at 753-1713

brake work, muffler repair
and wash jobs. a
"Because of the busy
schedules of many of our
customers we also offer free
pickup and delivery service of
their cars," Hopkins added.
Presently Lee is attending
the Nashville Auto-Diesel
School, a 36 week program
that trains mechanics in all
phases of auto and truck
repair. While he is gone
Paulsen and Laura will be
running the station.
The Grand Opening of the
statiob is scheduled for Friday
and „Saturday,September 28th
and 29th, featuring many
specials, free soft drinks, and
balloons and candy for the
children. The public is invited.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Coast-To-Coast
Spann Realty Associates
Lee Hopkins
Boyer Tree Service

WRAP BOTH YOUR
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION

ma NOTES

210E
Main
Ph
7534489

'PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY

Irt.

Member f• DI(

Murray Insurance
Agency

MO OF Nina

753-4751

Bel-Air Center
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Today In History

Opinion Page
EDITOR LAL

TV Debate To
Consider Issues
Al Smith, Russellville
publisher and host of Kentucky
Educational Television's Comment on Kentucky, is trying to
put together what could be the
most ambitious television
political debates in the state's
history.
The gubernatorial candidates, Louie Nunn and. John
Y. Brown Jr.,. would meet in a
series 4 three one-hour debateintervieivs on KET. During the
first half-hour of each program,
the candidates would debate
selected issues; in the last halfhour a panel of journalists
would question them.
Candidates frequently complain that the media fail to
focus on the issues. The format
proposed by Smith would give
Nunn and Brown the opportunity to speak directly to
the issues.
Nunn has already agreed to
meet Brown for three debates.
Brown,however, wants to meet
for a single, one-hour program.
Brown should reconsider.
Arguments for three programs
far outweigh those for one.
Smith believes that Kentucky's governor is constitutionally the most powerful
state executive in the nation. If
the office isn't the most powerful, it is undoubtedly close to it.
Kentuckians have a special interest, then, in learning how
that power will be used.

One hour is not enough time
for two candidates to detail
stands on issues that might
range from energy, to severance taxes, to strip mine
regulations, to education, to income tax reform, to collective
bargaining.
Smith plans for the debates to
be two weeks apart. The time
between debates would allow
voters and journalists to digest
what Brown and Nunn had said
in the previous debate. That
further
suggest
would
jourand
voters
questions for
canwhen
the
ask
nalists to
didates appeared in public or at
press conferences.
Brown has a special
obligation to make his stands
known. Nunn has served a term
as governor and has been
around Kentucky politics long
enough for many voters to be
familiar with his views.
Brown,on the other hand,is a
newcomer to Kentucky politics.
He has never held public office
and therefore has no record for
voters to examine. Entering the
Democratic primary late, he
won the nomination with a
strong media campaign. Such
campaigns can convey only the
grand outlines of a candidate's
programs.
For that reason, Brown's
programs remain largely
unknown. He can remedy that
by agreeing to meet Nunn for
three debates rather than one.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Romance Of
Pioneer Spirit
Those of us who enjoy reading of the
trials and tribulations of those hardy
souls who first settled this land called
Kentucky are inclined to look upon
those individuals as steely-eyed, lean
and mean frontiersmen. But I can't
help but look at them as dreamers,
looking for a land of promise. While
looking through Perrin's history of
Christian County. I discovered that he,
too, regarded the early settlers in this
way:
'There is much of romance in the
story of the first settlers who came to
these Western wilds. They were allured
by the spirit of adventure as well as the
hope of bettering their condition, and to
attain the realization of their dreams
they braved the perils and privations of
the journey to this vast western
wilderness.
"And what a journey! From Virginia
and from North and South Carolina to
Kentucky. Surely only stout hearts and
brave spirits dared make the venture.
Braver spirits and stouter hearts never
dared the perils of the way or faced the
onset of a foe, than these same sturdy
pioneers into the wilderness of the then
"far West."
They took their lives in their hands,
and with their wives and families, on
foot, on horseback and in rude wagons,
made the journey. This, it is true, was
the "dark and bloody ground," but this
also was the "happy hunting ground"
and the very ''Canaan of Promise" to
their imaginations.
"Dangers might lie on every side,
and painted warriors lurk behind each
tree, but beyond was a land of inviting
plenty and abundance — beyond was a
land of more than fabled wealth. Here
were lands for the mere having —
homes, food, raiment and freedom.
Here were forests of fine timber,
streams of flowing water and broad
stretches of fertile prairie lands, deer,
buffaloes, bears, turkeys and all the
smaller game.
The pioneer, the rude, rough,
dauntless pioneer, is civilization's
forlorn hope. He it is who forsakes all
the comforts and surroundings of
civilized life — all that makes existence
enjoyable; he abandons his early home,
bids adieu to loved ones, and, like
Danile Boone, turns his face toward the
vast, illimitable wilderness.
'"'With iron nerves, these unsung
heroes plunge into the gloomy forests,
often with no companion but their gun,
and exposed to danger in a thousand
different forms; after years of incredible toil and privations they subdue
sthe wilderness and prepare the way for
;the countless hosts who are to follow
•:thern.
"There is much romance in the story
•:.of the first settlers of Kentucky. The
spirit of a dventure allured these
l
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago ---- Marine PFC Michael L. Pierce, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frelon Pierce of Kirksey
Route Two, is serving with the First
Marine Division in Vietnam.
Norman Klapp of Murray was
presented with the General Grand
Chapter Merit Award as the outstanding Royal Arch Mason in Kentucky for 1969 at the Grand Chapter
meeting held at Louisville. Guthrie B.
Churchill of Murray is Grand High
Priest of the Royal Arch Masons in
Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Will

Mayer, Sr., 86.
The youngest pilot currently flying
solo from Kyle Field is Sandy Forrest,
16 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Forrest of Murray Route 6. He soloed
after eight hours of flight instruction
given by Bill Fain of the Murray
Aviation, Inc.
Births reported include a girl,
Tammy Michelle, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Holland on Sept. 1.
''Hell's Angels '69"is showing at the
Capri Theatre.

20 Years Ago
By and large 1958 was a good year for
Calloway County farmers, according to
a national report on farm income. Their
gross revenue from farm operation
alone amounted to over six million
dollars in the year, representing a rise
of about $254,000 over the 1957 figure.
Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn and Calloway County Tax
Assessor Robert Young have been
named co-chairman of the Democratic
Campaign in Calloway County, according to John C. Watts, State
Democratic Chairman.
Charles L. Houser of Paducah is

speaker at the gospel meeting now at
the Hazel Church of Christ. Singing is
being led by W. D. Lassiter and Doris
Harmon.
Miss Linda Dell King, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Oury King, was married
to Gene Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Parker, on Sept. 5 at the
College Church of Christ.
Richard Farrell, head of the Music
Department of Murray State College,
spoke on the Murray Civic Music
Association at the meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

30 Years Ago

pioneer hunters to come into this vast
wilderness. The beauty of the country
gratified the eye, its abundance of wild
animals the passion for hunting.
"They were surrounded by an enemy,
subtle and wary, and ever ready to
spring upon them. But these wild
borderers flinched not from the contest; even their women and children
often performed deeds of heroism in the
land where "the sound of the warwhoop oft woke the sleep of the cradle,"
from which stern manhood might have
shrunk in fear."
These words were written about a
hundred years ago. Since then,
civilization as a word has taken on a
new meaning; but we still share with
this long-gone biographer his admiration for the pioneer spirit.

90s_ R AIF1F
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A complete soil testing laboratory
has been announced for Calloway
County by Clarence Mitchell, county
soils assistant. It will be located in the
County Extension Office here.
Deaths reported include Ellis C.
Dick, 45, E. A. Woods, 74, and Margaret
Ruth Boaz, 30.
Honors won at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville, by the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America include first in
woodworking exhibit $15; first in shop
exhibit $25; fourth in metal work $5;
third in educational exhibit $23; s'econd

In chapter corn $8; dairying judging
team, ninth out of 82 teams entered, $3.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Farley on Sept. 17, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Howard on
Sept. 17, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
McCoy on Sept. 19, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Jones on Sept. 19,
The Ryan Family Shoe Store will
open tomorrow on the east side of the
court square, according to Maurice
Ryan, owner.
A special section, "Cover Crop
Edition," is published today by The
Ledger 8c Times

40 Years Ago
Calloway County's third annual fair,
Sept. 28, 29, and 30, sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce in cooperation
with the Farm Bureau for the first
time, gave promise today it may be one
outstanding- festival
of
the
achievements of county history. The
events will be held in the Overbey and
A. G. Outland tobacco receiving barns.
City approved plans for Murray's
municipal park and recreational center
were sent off Sept. 19 for final district
approval before being referred to
Washington for final WPA dispositions,
city officials said Tuesday.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Laura Clopton, 81, Mrs. Eunice
Roberts, 53, Mrs. Mary Sarah West, 84,
and Gordon Lee Felts.
A Lions Club for Murray was founded
at a meeting held Sept. 14 at the
National Hotel with 22 members on the
charter list. Officers are T. T. Elkins,
M. G. Foster, W. H. Hutson, Dewey
Ragsdale, W. B. Davis, Fred Schultz,
Boyd Gilbert, Robert Jones, Bryan
Tolley, and Robert Carney.
William G. Nash, treasurer and
former dean of Georgetown College,

has been elected dean of Murray State
College, according to James H. Richmond, president. Dr. John W. Carr was
preparing to retire from the deanship
during the last school year, but was
asked to serve until Nash could assume
his duties.
The Murray Woman's Club appointed
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
and Mrs. A. F. Doran to investigate a
move for hospitalization service work
in Galloway County.
Members of the Pine Bluff Baseball
team which has won 10 games and lost
two this year are Troy Steele, Delroy
Melton, Boyce Curry, John Tom Elkins,
Cecil Salyers. Ourie Lee Elkins,
Rayrnon Elkins, Clyde Steele, Otis
Eldridge, Bucky Buoy, Orville Thurman, Laverne Bucy, Darrell Kingins,
Hillman Lyons, Bobby Curry, Williams,
Willoughby, and Srnotherrnan.
Births reported this week include a
boy, Charles Luther, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Tarry, Jr., on Sept. 15, and a
girl, Julia Lee,to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Broach on Sept. 16.
Bacon is listed at 23 cents per pound
in the ad for Tolley & Carson this week.
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
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condense or reject .any letter and
lunit frequent writers. •
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Kentucky Highway Commissioner
Con W. Craig said a new ferry boat at
Eggner's Ferry across the Tennessee
River is now in operation and that rates
will be lowered. Rates one way are as
follows: Cars and wagons, 75 cents;
trucks, $1; wagons drawn by two
animals, 75 cents; wagons drawn by
four animals, $1; tractors up to 5 tons,
$6; tractos over 5 tons, $7.50; horse
back riders, 25 cents; lcose horses and
cattle, 15 cents per head; sheep and
hogs, five cents per head; threshing
machine,$5; horse and buggy,50 cents;
footman, 10 cents.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Arthur Savage, 50, W. E. Norman,
68, and Sam Keller.
The enrollment at Murray State
Teachers College is now at 511, according to President Rainey T. Wells.
Prof. J. W. Compton has been elected
principal of the Training School of
141urray State Teachers College. An

enrollment of 396 is reported at the
school this semester.
The annual reunion of the Confederate Soldiers here was held Sept. 14
at Hazel. Seventeen veterans were
present.
New officers of Murray Chapter No.
92 of the Royal Arch Masons are H. I.
Sledd, Rudy M. Tyree, Carlos E.
Elkins, V. H. Clark, M. D. Holton, B. F.
Berry, John M. Rowlett, J. T. Parker,
W. M. Wyatt, Joe Lancaster, and Conn
Frazier.

Marriage announced this week include Euple Hopkins to B. B. Hook, Sr.,
Sept. 9, and Martha Butterworth to
Talmadge Erwin, Sept. 14.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp on
Sept. 15.
Mrs. C. H. Morris, Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield, Sr., and Mrs. Leland
Owens are new officers of the Arts and
Crafts Club.

Today is Saturday. Sept 72, the 265th
day of 1979. There are 100 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, the Soviet Union
exploded its first atomic bomb, four
years after the first American nuclear
detonation
On this date:
In 1776, the American patriot, Nathan
Hale, was hanged in New York by the
British for spying.
In 1830, Venezuela seceded from
Colombia, becoming an independent
state.
In 1662, President Abraham Lincoln
issued the preliminary Emanciption
Proclamation.
In 1961, the Interstate Commerce
Commission issued rules forbidding
racial discrimination in interstate bus
transportation.
In 1965, a cease-fire was declared in a
war between India and Pakistan over
Kashmir..
In 1973, Henry Kissinger was sworn In
as Secretary of State, becoming the
first naturalized citizen to hold the
office.
Ten years ago: An American
icebreaker, the SS Manhattan, arrived
at Port Barrow, Alaska, completing a
mission to provesny's year-round sea
route could be opened through the
Northwest Passage.
Five years ago: U.S. civilian and
military aircraft were engaged in a
major relief effort in hurricaneravaged Honduras.
One year ago: The government in
Nicaragua said national guard attacks
in the northern city of Esteli had wiped
out the last guerrilla strongholds in the
country.
Today's birthdays: Actress Martha
Scott is 63. Star third baseman Mike
Schmidt of the Phildelphia Phlllies is
30. Sen. Richard Stone, D-Fla., is 51.
Thought for today: Being a woman is
a terribly difficult trade, since it consists principally of dealing with men —
Joseph Conrad, novelist, 1857-1924.

Letter To The Editor

before increasing refugee admissions.
He added an amendment to the bill that
insured that the authority to increase
immigration to accomodate more
refugees would not be permanent, but
would expire. And he amended the bill
to more strictly define the refugees who
would be admitted to the United States,
so that the United States would not
appear to be taking responsibility for
all of the fourteen million refugees in
the world,
With Senator Huddleston's amendments, the Refugee Act of 1979 passed
the Senate by a vote of 85-0, a stronger
and better bill than had been introduced. We at the Federation for
American Immigration Reform thank
him for his service to the country.
Sincerely,
Roger Conner
Executive Director
Federation For American
Immigration Reform

Cornmrrriwealth Consumer

Changing Law
in Low Gear
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP
Most
Kentucky motorists would agree that
the state motor vehicle usage tax is
unfair.
Despite widespread support for
changing the law, attempts to enact
legislation to tax motor vehicles on the
actual sales price rather than on the
manufacturer's suggested retail price
or the "blue book" value have been
unsuccessful.
Now the ball has started rolling
again, with a request last week by the
Kentucky Consumers Advisory Council
for a study of the cost of changing state
law to tax motor vehicles, on actual
sales price.
Council members agreed that the tax
is unfair and should be changed, but
stopped short of recommending
legislation to the 1980 General
Assembly after a state revenue official
said basing the tax on the actual selling
prices of cars could cost the state $50
million in road fund revenues.
Currently, purchasers of new
vehicles pay five percent of the sticker
price. On used cars, they pay five
percent of the blue book value less the
value of any trade-in.
The problem is that the book value or
sticker price is often higher than the
actual price paid for the vehicle.
Total motor vehicle usage tax
revenues for the last fiscal year, ending
;June 30, were more than $113 million,
state revenue officials said.
Paul Tanner, research director for
the state Revenue Department, said
changing the law would cut those
revenues in half, and that the state's
gasoline tax would have to be raised
two cents, or registration fees increased, to make up the revenue loss
If the state did away with a fixed
value figure for motor vehicles, then
county clerks would have to rely entirely on what people claimed they paid
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Praise For Huddleston
Dear Sir:
Senator Walter D. Huddleston of
Kentucky should be praised for his
excellent and largely unnoted work on
the Refugee Act of 1979. This bill, the
Administration's response to the
current Indochinese refugee crisis, is a
necessary and humanitarian way to
regularize the admission of refugees to
the United States. But the bill, as
originally proposed, had almost no
limit to the number of refugees who
could be admitted to the United States.
Congress gave to the President almost
complete power to determine immigration ceilings.
Senator Huddleston became concerned over this giveaway of
Congressional authority and this loss of
control over immigration and refugee
admissions. Working almost alone, and
against great odds and great pressure,
he was able to amend the Refugee Act
so that the President had to
meaningfully consult with Congress
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for cars or trucks, Tanner said.
"It's amazing what they'll say they
paid for something," he said. "Maybe I
don't have enough faith in the general
public, but I've seen them try to burn us
so many times."
A council member suggested that
language be included in proposed
legislation requiring motorists to show
the county clerk a bill of sale, but
Tanner he feared people would try to
manipulate"' to their advantage.
Earl B. Sergent, selective excise tax
director, said the tax is fair in the sense
that everybody must pay the same tax
on the same make and year of vehicle.
However, a council member pointed
out that the consumer who purchases a
new car late in the year to take advantage of lower prices must pay the
same usage tax for just one or two
months use as another buyer who
bought earlier and used the car for the
entire year.
He said another unfair aspect is that
not all used cars are in the same shape
-- and therefore shouldn't be taxed at
the same value.
The council asked the Attorney
General's consumer protection staff to
obtain figures on the cost of changing
the law, and also asked for a comparison of Kentucky's road fund with
that of a similar state to see whether
alternative revenue sources could be
substituted for the usage tax.

Bible Thought
1
"And ii shill ome to pass wIseh
your children shall say unto, Whit
mean ye by this service? That ye shall
say, It is the sacrifice of the Lord's
passover." Exodus 12:26-27
How well do you understand the
fundamentals of your faith? Are you
able to transmit Bible truth to your
childrenf
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 23, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
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best teacher is the world of
experience. Once you temper
knowledge with experience
and learn to understand
human nature, you'll indeed
be the person who practices
what he preaches. Literature,
journalism, philosophy,
education and welfare work
are some of the fields in which
you'll find happiness. Inclined
to self-indulgence and the
enjoyment of life, do not let
these qualities keep you from
realizing success. Acting,
music, and research may also
appeal to you. Birthdate of:
Ray Charles, singer; Walter
Lippmann, journalist; and
Mickey Rooney, film star.

Deaths Prompt Schoolbus Safety Need
The recent deaths of two
children in Clinton and
Breathitt Counties, killed
You may feel awkward at a while crossing the road to
social situation. Give it a board schoolbuses near their
chance though, and you'll soon homes, have resulted in an
be in the swim of things. Time urgent call here for greater
to unwind.
emphasis on schoolbus safety.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 —
Like most living things,
Doubts about a career apples respire. Respiration
matter will be alleviated if you causes sugars
to be burned
seek the proper adviser. and carbon
dioxide, water
Publishing, education, and vapor, and
heat to be
travel are favorably accented.
produced.
In
apples,
PISCES
respiration gradually
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Not a time to get something diminishes crispness, flavor
for nothing. Counselors will and attractiveness.
cooperate once they learn
you're not seeking free advice.
Fair is fair.
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectual and creative.
Highly talented along artistic
lines, you'll succeed as a
writer, actor, critic, musician,
painter
and
architect.
Interested in public affairs,
you'd make a fine lawyer and
public servant. You must
avoid a tendency to scatter
your energies, to live by your
wits, and to get depressed, if
you are to live up to your
potential. In business, you'd
succeed as a banker, realtor,
publisher or merchant. You
need to keep busy to be happy.
Birthdate of: F. Scott Fitzgerald, author; John Marshall, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice; and Anthony Newley,
singer.

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll enjoy a pleasurable
time with loved ones if you
don't bring up controversial
topics. Going out together is
your best bet.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Stop fussing about a workrelated issue and listen to the
helpful suggestions of loved
FOR MONDAY,
ones. Protect health with
relaxation.
SEPTEMBER 24, 1979
GEMINI
fl
What kind of day will
May 21 to June 20)
tomorrow be? To find out what
Avoid excessive spending in
the pursuit of pleasure, but do the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
relax and enjoy yourself with
Sign.
romantic or creative interest.
CANCER
ARIES
(June 21 to July 22)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)grei%.
A family member wants to
You may be troubled about
help out, but don't be too in- a work situation,
but talks
sistent on your own way. The
with loved ones give you a new
p.m. favors relaxing moments perspective. Evening
brings
with close ones.
support from others.
LEO
TAURUS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)‘
121
1Apr. 20 to May 20) 1::$ 1You're enthusiastic, but be
A loved one shares with you
careful driving apd in taking some private thoughts
and
risks. Evening favors family this should relieve any
doubts
discussions and enjoying the you
have
about
the
comforts of home.
relationship. Work goes well.
VIRGO
GEMINI
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 nP% (May 21 to June 20) 11
Keep financial good news to
Don't get upset about
yourself or an acquaintance household tasks. children
and
may wish to take advantage. loved ones will help you
out
Evening talks should be lively Save time from creative
work
and productive.
The feeding of combine
and ,hobbies.
LIBRA
screenings to livestock can be
CANCER
;Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 --June 21 to July 22)0
0 hazardous to the animals'
Parties should lift your
If you're not in the mood to health, warns Dr. Wade
spiritis now, but avoid a go out, invite others
to your Kadel, director of the Murray
contest of wills with one in place. Consider
investments State University Veterinary
authority. Revised thinking in real
estate. Happiness on Diagnostic and Research
affects finances.
the home front.
Center at Hopkinsville.
SCORPIO
LEO
It is a common practice, he
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rn
,
iJuly 23 to Aug. 22,44-iCk .said, for farmers to leave
Be grateful for good fortune
Don't keep troubles to screenings where moisture
and quell resentments. Later yourself. Talking things over
can accumulate and where
try a quiet get-together with with loved ones relieves
mycotoxins-producing molds,
friends. If traveling, get an tension with joy. Keep in touch
extremely poisonous to
early start.
with relatives.
livestock, will grow.
SAGITTARIUS
VIRGO
Screenings from muddy
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%
fields often contain seeds of
Convivial times wito friends
You're thinking may be in a
are uplifting, but keep ex- rut, until later you come up poisonous plants, including
penses down. Later, you're in with some new moneymaking pigweed, he cautioned, and
the mood for privacy or quiet ideas. Creative work has pigweed growing on heavily
.ertilized soil or in times of
times.
financial potential.
CAPRICORN
drought contain nitrates in
LIBRA
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
(Sept. 23 to Oct. al _ILri excessive levels.
A friend could be envious of
Nitrates, he pointed out, are
Handle financial matters
your career plans. Be sure to personally. Charm
and highly toxic to livestock, and
talk about other topics. Mixing friendliness are your allies the nitrate-bearing weed
business with pleasure is fine now. Your manner attracts to seeds are more concentrated
in the p.m.
in the screenings than in
you new opportunity.
AQUARIUS
pastures.
SCORPIO
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Irk eliC
‘ Kadel further advised that
A loved one is enthusiastic
You may not wish to fulfill a combine screenings be burabout a plan. Don't be quick to social obligation. Chances are ned, buried or otherwise
kept
find fault with it. Otherwise your hunch is right. Spending from being
eaten by livestock.
travel and romance look private moments with a loved
promising.
one satisfies.
Lady Jane Grey, the 16PISCM
SAGITTARIUS
yearold great-granddaughter
iFeb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
of Henry VII, was proclaimed
Talks about joint assets,
You may have dificulty Queen of England in 1553 by
credit, and tax matters are completing a task or be the terms
of the boy-king
productive. Listen to the worried about a career Edward
VI's will. Her reign
suggestions and advice of matter. Friends will get you
lasted nine days before Mary,
others.
out of yourself. Be sociable. Edward's
older
sister,
YOU BORN TODAY are a CAPRICORN
claimed the throne. Lady Jane
progressive thinker whose (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
was executed Feb. 12,1554.

U. Ernest Bivens, director
of Public Affairs and Safety
Education for the Kentucky
State Police, said here today
that KSP safety education
officers already have been
directed to begin soliciting the
help of the local news media,
school officials and police in
all of Kentucky's 120 counties
to prevent anymore of these
tragic accidents."
Bivens said that, although
the schoolbuses in each of the
two fatalities reportedly were
stopped, with caution lights
flashing, neither motorist
involved in either accident

apparently was able to stop in
time to avoid hitting the
children.
State police and the Division
of Pupil Transportation in the
Kentucky Department of
Education were especially
alarmed by the two deaths
because, Bivens said, with
eight full months of school still
ahead of us, we're already in
danger of exceeding the total
number of children killed in
schoolbus-related accidents
during the entire past school
year."
During the 1978-79 school
year, which ended last June,

OPEN DAILY 9-9

only four children were killed
in schoolbus-related accidents. Each, however, died
after being hit while attempting to board or exit from
a schoolbus.
Accordingly, Bivens said,
the upcoming safety education
effort will include the
publication of "strong"
reminders, through radio,
television
and
the
newspapers, calling attention
to a state law which prohibits
drivers from passing a
schoolbus when it has stopped
to load or unload children.
Among other specifics

which state police will propose
in meetings with local officials
are:
— Publicizing
schoolbus
time and route schedules so
local drivers are put on
notice" as to when they should
be especially alert to
schoolbus traffic.
— Encouraging participation by schoolbus
drivers in short, but regularlyscheduled schoolbus safety
training sessions.
— Educating students in
safe procedures for boarding
and
departing
from
schoolbuses.
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Combine Screenings
Can Be Hazardous
To Livestock
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Whistling Kettle

23x60" Hall Runner
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Non -adhesive panels of
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Ironing Pad/Cover
Printed cotton cover and
1 -pc pad Standard size

8c

2nd Print

Two-Print
Photo Special
Order 2 prints when you
or
Kodak'
have
Focal' film developed
1st print 18' plus 81'
developing per roll

4-oz.' Solid Colors
and 3' 2-07.' Ombres.
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36e-43e

2-Pack Batteries
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Motors and fan cleaned.Thermostat checked.
Filter changed. Ductwork tight. For top winter
performance, the home's heating system should
get a service check now.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murra)-14ayfield

Trash Can
Liners
50 trash can
liners Fit 30
gal can 1 5
mil Save
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Oil
Filter
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Reg 83'
Our Reg $ I 74
Sizes for most U S
and Foreign$
Cars
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700 U.S. Highway 641

9

iale Price
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Thunderbolt .22 Ammo

High-speed long rifle offers
greater power. Save'
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Officers elected for the Kentucky Waterfowl Alliance were: (left to right) Steve
Fugate, president: Sol Fritz, vice president; Paula Coffman, secretary, Phil Cain,
treasurer: Wade Bourne, publicity chairman.

Mike McLemore, left had David Hale, middle and Harold Knight help him demonstrate the use of a goose call.

Photos By Mary Barrow

Frank Dibble, Murray, a waterfowl biologists with the
Department of Fish and Wildlife, was one the speakers at
the first meeting of the Kentucky Waterfowl Aliance.

Chuck Conner, Memphis, Tenn., publisher of Waterfowiers World, was a guest speaker at the meeting of the re
Alliance.

The water is rising, as many
of you know, due to the
torrential rains all the way
from the Gulf of Mexico to
here. The Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers flow north
from parts of Tennessee and
Alabama bringing much mud
and silt that was probably
topsoil at one time. It may do
some good wherever it is
deposited but right now it is
sure playing hob with fishing.
The best stripe areas have
been idle for over a week now
and this last rain hasn't helped
any. It must be a combination
of things like, the striped bass
are unable to see the shad
minnows as well and cannot
maneuver them onto the
shallow bars for feeding. The
muddy water is lower in
oxygen content also, given a
choice like this, you would
choose the clear water
because it is slightly cooler.
I checked a 14 mile section
of Ky. Lake Wednesday and
didn't find a striped bass until
I got back to the Eggners
Ferry bridge.
We raised some bass on
topwater stick baits with
double props and a small

It must be age. Someone
commented a few days back
that the column seldom
mentioned any off road adventures anymore, at least not
like it used to in the years
past. Yes, we still visit the
bocodocks, and we still enjoy
it. Maybe its because its
become so much a part of our
life that we think probably
everybody knows it anyhow.
--The incident we relate today
occurred about a year ago,
and we won't call any names
though its quiet true and well
remembered.
Like most four wheeling
trips it was a more or less spur
of the moment thing. I was
eating lunch with a good
friend in Mayfield. His mother
called the restaurant where
we were and informed him his
younger brother had left to go
squirrel hunting at five o'clock
that morning and had not
returned. She was worried for
he had made it plain to her he
planned to be back at ten
o'clock since he had an appointment with the dentist.
My friend invited me along
to help him search for his
younger brother. He further
put the icing on the cake when
he suggested that the place he
aimed to start looking was
genuine four wheel drive
country. Naturally I agreed.
He'd told me that he'd sold his

minnow lure that runs airls
shallow.
I am glad we have a good
population of Kentuckyspotted bass. They are equal
to the smallmouth in fighting
ability and just as picky when
it comes to lures they hit.
Many of them weigh close to a
couple of pounds and barely
measure 12-13 inches long.
If you fish late afternoon
until dark you should see
several Ky's feeding, on the
surface catching the -popcorn" shad.
Sauger fishing remains slow
due to the current and heavy
volume of water moving
through the Tennessee and
Cumberland River valleys.
Catfish have started to feed
a little better as the water
cools and becomes more
muddy. Minnows are the best
bait but some cut baits will
take bigger fish if you hit a
good area.
Crappie are slowly making
their move into their winter
lairs and are taking minnows
and lead head jigs pretty good
at the 10-13 foot level.
Bluegill are still working the
gravel bars and rocky

short bed Chevy four wheeler
and had a new rig.
I saw it when we pulled up at
his house. A Thing! Maybe it
was new to him. I think every
part of it must have been
fifteen years old. The dubious
parentage of the rig must have
been shrouded in the history of
at least two dozen separate
vehicles. Underneath it was
ancient Power Wagon. The
tires had been replaced by
some borrowed from a
combine and mounted on
modified wheels. If you were
to drive it up to a swamp
buggy meet in Florida I feel at
least a dozen folks would have
snapped to attention and
saluted. It had character, no
doubt about that! The windshield was one of those crank
out jobs borrowed from a 1947
Chevrolet hay truck. The
motor, I discovered, had
originally powered one of
those Daytona inspired
Chrysler Three hundred series
cars back in the late fifties,
and two monster four barrels
were perched on top of it.

steering column was Cadillac.
pure
was
dash
The
homemade. Mostly an oak one
by eight.
The Thing suffered a sad
The "Thing" lumbered fate a few weeks later. The
down the highway like unto a chassis was sold to some
heathen in the throes of the would be truck puller. The
final death march. Guiding it motor went into a race car.
was out of the question since The body returned to the place
there was over a round of play from whence it came. My
in the steering mechanism. friend tells me he plans to
One was more or less suc- build a better one. I hope its
cessful if he managed to stay not soon.
between the road ditches to
either side. The motor had a
rather annoying cough for
whenever it caught itself, the
whole machine lunged about
ten feet like a caged panther
on pills.

By the time we got to the
woods where we were going I
had my cap pulled down so
tight my ears were jammed
out like radar antennas.
Apprehension is a word never
fully defined by Mister
Webster. Scared is a word not
found in the four wheeler
vocabulary. By the time we
dived off into the third
Getting into the beast was mudhole, I think the term for
something hard to put into my condition would have
been
words. Suffice it to say that I properly
was giving the front end "hewmongously terriblef
loader on his tractor a ed."!
speculative look when I finally
Something was not very well
did manage it. The seats had
in balance for every time that
come out of a Buick. The
huge Chrysler power-plant
loosed its earsplitting bellow
the whole rig quivered like the
torture rack they strapped
James Bond to in the movie.
Bond did not suffer the added
indignity of spitting out vast
quantities of slime which
flowed thru the open windshield like a river. Also it was
shorelines picking up the enemies who were trying to do
scattered willow fly hatches him in. Friends are supposed
to treat you better.
that continue.
Since the last rise in water
We climbed two hills,
level washed a lot of food into crossed so many ditches I lost
the lakes, you should be able count, plus a pond and a small
to find good schools of big lake not to mention a fair sized
bluegill in the treetops and swamp; and we did not see
brush piles that had been high one single squirrel. We did not
and dry two weeks ago.
find any brothers or sisters.
Popping bugs and crickets The sole member of the
are very good but I still prefer animal kingdom with which
the ting rooster tail spinners.
we came in contact was one
By the way, there is a fairly stinking
mud
turtle,
large flock of sea gulls on Ky. discovered in a wedged
Lake now and if you have position between the front
fished for striped bass in the bumper and the grill. I don't
fall, you know to watch where think turtles can laugh but he
the gulls feed.
sure looked like he was
What I am saying is the grinning when he caught sight
gulls will show you where the of the two of us. We were
stripes are feeding too! When dirtier than he was.
they start diving into the
water you will always find
The lost brother had canlarger fish underneath the celled his appointment with
minnows!
the dentist and gone to
Happy Fishing Paducah to visit his girl friend

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

wdRk

900 Sycamore
753-5142

Jerry Olson, Benton, stalked this Babiroussa Ram for
eight hours before successfully taking him with a bow
and arrow. Joey was hunting at the C_aryonah Hunting
Lodge in Crossville, Tenn.
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

The eighth annual National
Hunting and Fishing Day at
Land Between The Lakes
(11314 will be Sunday, September 23, at the Fenton Area
near U.S. Highway 68 on
Kentucky Lake.
The featured attraction this
year will include the second
annual Kentucky Duck Calling
Contest sponsored by the
Kentucky Waterfowl Alliance
and a demonstration of
Hypothermia by the U.S.
Coast Guard. The program
will also include various
exhibits and demonstrations
by sportsmen groups.
For additional information
contact Wildlife Management
Section, TVA-Land Betweeu
The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, or telephone
502-924-5602, extension 215.

•
•

24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-7404

641 Super Shell
Mike Mclemore, three times world champion duck
caller, was on hand to give a demonstration of his duck
calling ability.
-Saausoroverataritaati/ONN/NaiNtlf/..,,
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
inlets and bays and over drop
Fishing remains light on the
offs; crappie slow to fair
state's major lakes, the
around
stick
ups; in
Department of Fish and
tailwaters, trout fair; clear,
Wildlife Resources reports.
stable at pool ana'76 degrees.
Kentucky: Black bass fair
Bucktiorn: Crappie fair over
on buzz baits and crank baits
submerged cover; black bass
off rocky points and around
slow on crank baits off shallow
submerged stumps; crappie
points; in tailwaters, trout
slow to fair over creek bank
fair; clear to murky, stable,
drop offs; in tailwaters,
Al Hamilton and I lounged
21#2 feet below pool and 77
catfish fair, sauger slow to
back in deck chairs on his pier
degrees.
fair; clear, falling slowly, 11
/
2
Grayson: Crappie fair over and enjoyed the cool breeze
feet below pool and 77 degrees.
submerged cover,; bluegill blowing off Reelfoot Lake.
Barkley: Crappie fair over
slow in inlets and bays; in "Boy, look at that flight of
submerged cover and drop
tailwaters, trout slow; clear to teal," he said, and I gazed
offs; black bass slow to fair on
murky, falling slowly, two feet' across the open water to a
crank baits over creek
stand of cypress where 500 or
below pool and 73 degrees.
channel drop offs; in
Barren: Crappie fair but more birds were pitching. "If
tailwatev-r catfish slow;
small over submerged cover; we don't get a front between
.10
murky, falling slowly, 11
/
2feet
black bass slow on spinner now and Saturday, we'll have
• Shirley Menendez,left, and Susan Clark show off two of
below pool and 77 degrees.
baits, artificial nightcrawlers some good hunting," he
lhe fish which helped Susan win third place and Big Bass.
and buzz baits over sub- continued. Tennessee's
merged cover and in coves; special teal season was less
clear to murky to muddy, than a week away, and
falling slowly, 13k,
2 feet above Reelfoot is generally one of
the hotspots.
pool and 72 degrees.
I was just visiting. Al and I
have been friends for years,
and I drop by once in a while to
chew the fat.
I usually wait until Sep. tember. By then most of Al's
summer guests of Arrowhead
A free hunter education Lodge have gone home,and he
Cool September breezes remind Reelfoot Lake duck guides
course will be held September has time to loaf. But the
that it's time to start
working on their blinds for the coming season. Al Hamilton (right)
27, 28, 29 at Camp John Currie loafing session doesn't last
and Jerry Dyer start
rebuilding Hamilton's blind on the Buck Basin section of the lake.
located off U.S. Highway 68 in long. Al also runs one of
Fairdealing, Ky.
Reelfoot's busiest duck and
The course, sponsored by goose hunting guide services,
But it was an Illinois blind. Al terms this "peckin'
But I played it, and he liked
the Kentucky Department of and the early fall tourist lull is Frenchman named Glodo who at'em."
it. "You've got the basics," he
Fish and Wildlife Resources, followed
closely
by revolutionized the art and who
"I go other places to hunt said. "That's a
true
will include classroom in- preparations for the coming designed the call which lead to and people laugh at me, but representation. Of course
struction in firearm safety, season.
4 Kentucky Lake Bass Club held their annual ladies day out of Kenlake Marina Saturday,
the style now termed the Reelfoot style works," he calling situations change
sportsmanship, hunter ethics,
Al probably doesn't think of "Reelfoot calling." Glodo's said. And it worked for his according to the weather, but
r September 15. The winners were left to right, Nancy Hendley, first place, Betty Baker,
first aid and outdoor survival. himself as such, but he's part idea was that louder calls father and grandfather, who the only way a man can learn
vsoe
vc:irmidzlzac
ilmSmtmiz
e
=
a
cthird
munaw
place and big bass.
Photo by Mary Barrow
The Saturday session will of a legend. Reelfoot's natives were needed on the lake's were guides and market that is through experience.
feature actual range firing are closely tied to the waters open water plains, and he built hunters. That's why Al is part But the record's okay."
P""111111111
and practice with both and sawgrass and cypress a large wooden instrument of the legend. He's carrying on
I've got to sell a lot of
MIEN
firearms • and
archery stumps which make up the with a metal which could be the hunting tradition.
records to make a profit, and
-* UN__ equipment.
lake. They're descendents of heard over long distances and
Al talks about Reelfoot's of course that would be nice.
Those successfully com- men who molded their lives in high winds.
heyday, the years of the 50's The whole record idea is half
4
pleting the course will receive around the richness of the
In the 30's Tom Turpin of when more than 300 guides crazy. But in a way I feel like a
"NIIMIIP \MN
Safe hunter certificates valid swamp: the furbearers and Memphis refined Glodo's worked steadily through the 70 researcher who goes into the
1111111P"
111111
in any of the 26 states where fish and waterfowl that design, and in the 50's a Nash- day seasons. Sharpie Shaw, mountains with a recorder
VI
such certification is required. migrated in sky-blackening ville car salesman named Elbert Spicer, Jim Hut- and comes out with the
V
Completion of this or a similar clouds each fall. The waters Johnny Marsh produced the chcraft, Bill Nation and Al's treasure of an original ballad.
hunter education course is provided, the men loved their call for the guides which is father Jamie Hamilton were To me Reelfoot duck calling is
also a requirement for those free lives, and generation now synonymous with the the kingpins. So was Soupie folk art, and I hope it's
generation
youngsters participating ip followed
in Reelfoot style.
Moore, who now rests in a preserved.
the youth deer hunt at Land- dependence on the earthquake
Records may be ordered by
Get Al Hamilton started Baptist
Cemetery, his
Between-the Lakes and • formed lake.
talking about calling ducks, gravestone inscribed with writing Wade Bourne, Rt. 2,
In the late 1800's and early and his eyes light up. pictures of mallards and a Box 221, Gilbertsville, KY
hunters under 16 years of a
at Ft. Knox and Ft. Campbell. 1900's guiding became a "Loudness is the secret to poem, about shooting ducks 42044. Send $5 for the record
Attendance at all three mainstay for Reelfoot's lake Reelfoot calling," he said. and catching bass.
and 25 cents for postage and
sessions is required for cer- men. "Sports" from Memphis "You've got to reach out and
But today the legend is handling.)
The Murray Bass Club held its dub tournament out of Kenlake Marina Sunday Sepand St. Louis rode trains into grab their attention. Reelfoot dwindling. In former days it
tification.
tember 16. The winners were lett to right, Graves Morris, first place with
eight pounds
Any person, ten (10) years Hickman and then took calling is command calling. was natural for offspring to
- 12 ounces, Dale Spann, second place with eight pounds three ounces, Lyle
Linof age or older, who is in- wagons in to settlements With conventional types of Lake to the lake. Today,
' derwood, third place with seven pounds 15 ounces, Ted McCuiston,fourth
place with
terested
in the shooting sports named Walnut Log and calling, ducks work the way however, the kids get an
What's Happening in LBL
five pounds 12 ounces.
or wants to become a safer Samburg. They usually they want to. A hunter just education and move away to
The following activities are
hunter is welcome to attend. patronized specific guides makes a noise for them to work in factories and offices. scheduled for the next two
Photos by
For
additional information, year after year, and tradition follow in if they want to. But in Only a few of the family weeks in land Between The
Mary Barrow
contact Brian R. Bullock 753- ran thick.
Reelfoot calling you demand operations carry on, and Al Lakes I LBL), TVA's public
The • Reelfoot duck guides that they listen. It's like tying estimates that no more than a demonstration
9718.
area
in
hunted every day of the a string around them and dozen guides now rely solely western Kentucky and Tenseason, and their bags were drawing them in."
on clients fees to keep the bill nessee:
phenomenal. They were
Al says another secret of the collectors away.
Fall Arrivals - Welcome!.
renowned in their outdoor Reelfoot style is not to stop
I hate to see things change.
wisdom, and sharp com- calling when the ducks start to The lake and its people, wild September 23, many fall
petition between guides work. "You call to 'em all the like the hidden pockets among migrants fly hundreds of
Custom Stock Work,
refined the arts of blind way to the decoys. Don't give the cypress timber, are miles to stop over at LW. —
'learn about their travels and
building, decoy placement and 'em a chance to get distracted romantic.
Refinishing,
duck calling.
And that's really why I'd needs during this 2-hour field
from the noise." Reelfoot
In fact, this is where calling calling, in this respect, is come this day. To let Al hear trip; Empire Farm,3-5 p.m.
Bluing,
ducks with artificial calls is characterized by steady, the record. It was a record I'd
19th-Century Poetry
reputed to have started. continuous notes. The highball recorded about Reelfoot duck Reading, September 23, join
Scope & Sight Installation
Indians used calls of cane,and is long and squalling. As the calling, to teach the method to The Homeplace-I850 family
when white settlers came, birds break and swing toward other hunters and keep it alive members as they make their
they passed their knowledge the blind it gets lower in for the sake of effectiveness own entertainment reading
41h Miles East of Murray
on to the men who were the volume but stays steady in and for, tradition. He'd been selections by their favorite
On Hwy. 280(Porto-town Rd.)
ancestors of the famous tempo. The same holds true my teacher over the years, authors; The Homeplace-1850.
436-2505
Ted McCuiston, Murray, ows o his four pound 12 guides.
for working birds close to the and I was nervous.
Mostowww.
2-3 p.m.
mieemeimmeseelmemeek.
ounce lunker that won him Big Bass honors.

Reelfoot's Legend...Duck Guides,
Calling Have A Rich Background
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Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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appy Holiday Travel,Inc

and

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtURf

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Hooks Wheel Alignment

GRAYSON Mcatifif

Take 94 East out of Murray for 7 rmles Turn r,aht
on 280
Fotlow 280 for 7 mlfcs post Bonner s Grocery
Take
blacktop ,ntO Panoramdand follow blacktop to your rtght

Specializing in servicing tiros £4 W.V. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
Iii The Jackson Purchase
410 N.4th
753-6779

Telephone 502-436-5483

""'"•?-

Storey's

Foodeint
Open 7 Days A Week
:11:00 p.m.
8 a.m.

WATSOWS
Fish Market
759-1208

VI

Phone 753-8322

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat Motor
253£. Mein

Se. 12th. St.
(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

Hwy.641 So.

WA NEMER OUTBOARDS

Venture

759-1172

•, Sportsmen:
KING of VALUES

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishi,ng Licenses

Sports
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Heath Takes Soggy 8-2 Win Over Tigers
which featured only two with a first down on the Heath
- both by Murray High 30 midway through the second
passes
1 :,111,1lo4vr & Twiev SpOn..
- and none after the first half. quarter.
But the threat ended
Aside from one player, no
y,
As early as 4 pin. Thursda
s later when quartermoment
success
of
degree
Jack Haskins was worried. "I one had a
Rich Rollins' fourthback
Take
either.
run,
the
with
saw
and
looked out the window
of Heath down pass for Tim Foster sailthat it was raining, and I just away the statistics
Wright, ed over his arms into the end
Greg
back
running
hoped it would stop."
add zone.
figures
teams'
two
and the
That was as close as either
It didn't. And neither did up to only 58 yards rushing on
team came to scoring in the
Murray High's upset efforts. 74 attempts.
The Pirates, the state's No.2
Unfortunately for the first two quarters, so when
Wright ran wide, broke a
ranked Class AA high school
made
t
Writ*
though,
Tigers,
past
d
and found a hole up the
tackle
squeake
football team,
e known, picking middle for the third-quarter
the Tigers 8-2 last night at his presenc
yards on 17 car- touchdown, it appeared to a
rain-soaked Ty Holland up 151 tough
g a 36-yard somewhat safe advantage.
includin
ries,
Stadium, and no one was more
that proved to
run
wn
touchdo
the
,
Haskins
And it appeared especially
than
relieved
g
score.
decidin
the
be
safe when Heath turned a
Heath coach.
That game-winner came serious Murray defensive
"I saw the rain as a definite
a scoreless first half, in threat into a big first down
after
equalizer," he said. "What
Heath failed to advance
which
over
with just four minutes left in
had
we
ge
speed advanta
High's 29-yard the game. Heath punter Hal
Murray
past
Murray High on a dry field
line. Murray, with the aid of a
Skinner fumbled the fourthdisappeared last night.''
by Pirate quarterback down snap, whirled and threw
fumble
s
As expected, the defense
Fletcher, found itself a wild toss to Tony Chapman,
did dictate the style of play Tony
who raced up the field for 21
yards and a first down.
Chapman, though, was ruled an ineligible receiver, and
Heath was forced to punt
again. But not until the
Pirates were assessed with an
offsides penalty that put them
back on their 15-yard line.
And when Chapman finally
did get another chance to kick,
the result was worse than the
first. Murray's Nick Swift
buried—the kicker at the
Tigers' six-yard line to give
the hosts their best opportunity to score.
But Nick Hibbard and Swift
were stopped short of the goal
line on two rushes, and Hibbard was tackled at the 10
-alter he fumbled the rainslickened ball on a pitchout.
Rollins dropped back to pass
on fourth down, found no one
open and rambled for six
yards. But it was short of the
first down.
That gave Heath possession
of the ball, though it could do
little either. So, on fourth
down and less than 10 seconds
left, Haskins, rather that risk
a possible block of a punt,
ordered Fletcher to retreat into the end zone and give Murray two points on a safety.
Fletcher did just that, Heath
purposely got off a squiggler
to avoid a runback on the
A mud-soaked Robin Roberts tried to stay dry during Murray
kickoff and the Pirates owned
High's 872 loss to Heath last night.
By TONY WILSON

their tourth victory against a
lone defeat and their third
straight district triumph.
Murray High coach John
Hina's only comment was that
his team "gave it all they
had," and Haskins enforced
that remark.
"I've got to give credit to the
Murray coaches," Haskins
said. "Their defense shut us
down extremely well, and they
took full advantage of the
weather."
Haskins
expressed
displeasure at the weather
conditions. "It probably
helped Murray more than it
hurt them. Our speed was
completely nullified, and we
were unable to carry out
anything offensively. It's just
no fun playing in these kinds of
conditions."
Heath outgained Murray
High in total offense yardage
172-37, which all came on the
ground — but was penalized
three more times for 46 yards.
-Our mistakes killed us. The
fumbles (six hurt, and so did
the penalties."
Tim Foster, though he was
held to 19 yards on 10 carries,
was the leading Tiger ground
gainer. Nick Swift shone in his
punting chores, getting off
boots of 48 and 50 yards to help
his 34.9 yards-a-kick average.
Murray High, now 2-3 and 03 in district play, will face
another district opponent
when it travels to Caldwell
County Friday.

s4 k

AURORA, Ky. — Murray
lost three three-set matches to
drop a 6-3 decision to SIUEdwardsville in a women's
college tennis match yesterday at the Kenlake Tennis
Center.
The Racers managed
singles victories at the no.'s 3
and 5 positions, but SIU took
two of the three doubles matches to seal the victory.
Murray, 1-3, will travel to
Richmond, Ky., Friday to
compete in a quadrangular
matchup with Eastern Kentucky, East Tennessee,
Morehead and the University
of Kentucky.

MURRAY — Fletcher tackled in end
zone for safety, 04, 4th
Team Totals
Murray listed first
Huss. yards — 36-37. 45-172
Passes — 0-2-0, 0-0-0
Passing yards — 0-0
Total offense — 37; 172
Penalties. yards — 3-15; 6-46
Fumbles.lost — 5-2; 6-4
Punts. avg — 6-34.9; 5-25 6
Individual leaders
Rushing — Fletcher H ) 17-151 F ,ster
10-19, Hibbard 113-17)
Passing — no completions.
Punting — Swift ) M I 6-34.9

UK, Western Tied After One
Round Of Murray Invitational
Despite enduring Wh.It Murray State golf coach Buddy
Hewitt termed "by far the
worst weather conditions" in
the tournament's history,
golfers from 11 universities
did manage to get in 18 of the
scheduled 36 holes in the 15th
annual Murray Intercollegiate
yesterday at the Murray
County Club.
And Dave Gaer is glad they
did.

diana State. 334.
Doug Clements of SIU was
second individually with a 72,
followed by Jeff Howerton of
Evansville and Ken Perry of
Western, each with 74s. Three
players, including Murray's
Lynn Sullivan, were grouped
at 75 and fifth place. Sullivan
shared that spot. with John
Cramer of UK and Tim
Budreau of Austin Peay.
The complete Murray
scores:

was shortened to 36 holes, and
the final round began today at
8 a.m.
Despite Gaer's round, his
Colonel team was behind two
squads — Kentucky and
Western Kentucky — for the
team lead. The leaders shot
five-man totals of 306, 18 over
par.

Austin Peay was tied with
Eastern for second at 307,
followed by Memphis State,
A member of the Eastern 308; the Murray "Blue" team,
Kentucky squad, Gaer shot a 310; Southern Illinois, 311; the
one-under-par 71 yesterday in Murray "Gold", 312; Vanderdriving rain to claim the in- bilt, 317; Evansville, 322; Middividual lead. The tourney dle Tennessee, 322; and In-

Murray Blue -- Lynn Sullivan, 75,
John Wedell, 76; Tom Fischer, 78, Jon
Stanley,81; Bill Berg,81.
Murray Gold — Peter Norton, 75.
David Mills, 78; Brad Boyd, 79, Kenny.
Hunt,79, Jeff Zwitter,80

SIU-Edwardsville 6. Murray 3
Lillian Almeida Ed 1 d Busy Fint 6-2.
6-3, Pat Zeigenfuss Ed d Mary
McNicholas 6-3, 6-3, Cherryl Rouse Mu
d Christie Cone 6-2, 6-3, Ruth Auer Ed
d Yvonna Utley 4-6.74 15-41 6-0; Becky
Jones Mu d. Joy Pierson 6-2. 6-0, Bunny Wall , Ed d Cheryl Lancaster siu 74
5-4 03-6 6-4
Alrnaeta-Zigenfuss Ed d Ritt-Rouse
6-1, 3-6. 43, Auer-Comb t Edi d.
McNicholas-Rena l•ftman 5-7. 6-4, 6-3;
Mu d Wall-Ruth SeaUtiey-Jone
6-2.6-2
moslu

Dock Ellis Returns
To Pittsburgh Pirates
PITTSBURGH ( AP) —
Pitcher Dock Ellis left the
Pittsburgh Pirates four years
ago as a starter who didn't
want to relieve. He returns as
a reliever who didn't expect to
start.
"He should be ready to start
Sunday," Pirate Manager
Chuck Tanner said after
acquiring the 34-year-old
riglithatider's contract Friday
from the New York Mets.
The Pirates traded Ellis in
1975 after he clashed with the
late Manager Danny Murlaugh over being assigned to
the bullpen.
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Heath running back Greg Wright I 331 found little running room against Kevin Vaughn (81.
and Reed Hornsby (441 on this play, but he did gain 151 yards in the Pirates' victory last
night.
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Holland Stadium. The Tigers
Murray High's Mike Gough left and Nick Swift celebrated a Heath fumble last night in Ty
lost the district game 8-2.

Game Featured Classic Matchup

How They Scored
HEATH — Wright. 36 run, 1Fletcher
run for conversion 1, 6 58, 3rd

•41414
:

Racers Lose Three
Set Matches; Drop
6-3 Decision

• •

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
It was a classic matchup of
pitchers rn series that
probably will help determine
one of the combatants in the
National League playoffs.
lift RiFhard. Houston's
right-handed strikeout artist,
vs. Tom Seaver of Cincinnati,
still one of pitching's top
technicians even after losing
some speed to age.
In the end, though, neither
really won.
The 29-year-old Richard
toiled through 11 innings. He
escaped a couple of early
jams, yielded just seven hits
and struck out 15, equalling
his career high. The Reds
scored two runs off him.
Seaver. now 34, went nine
innings. He scattered eight
hits and allowed two runs, one
unearned. He fanned five.
Neither, however, was
around in the 13th inning when
Bruce Bochy, who came in for
Houston to catch in the ninth,
slapped a run-scoring single
that gave the Astros a 3-2
victory. The Astros thus
closed to within 1 1 2 games of

Cincinnati in the National
League West.
"A lot of guys have put the
pressure on themselves in
games like this," Richard
said. "I just tried to remain
calm and have peace of mind.
The pressure was no different
from any other game."
Seaver, likewise, said he
tried to stay cool after learning a lesson from a similar
confrontation with Richard on
Sept. 11. The Reds won that
game 9-7 long after Seaver
had departed.
"I tried to stay as calm as
possible tonight," Seaver said.
"I got too pumped up for the
game in Cincinnati. I just went
out and pitched my game
tonight. You expend too much
energy when you get too
pumped up.•"
The Astros continue the
series today with the Reds'
Mike LaCoss facing I9-game
winner- Joe Niekro of Houston.
The series winds up on
Monday.
In the other divisional
contest, Montreal picked up
another half game on Pittsburgh by default. The Expos'
game at Philadelphia was

Brothers Can't Kick
About Sunday Jobs
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Nick and Steve Mike-Mayer
about where
can't kick
they'll be this Sunday.
Last week at this time the
brothers
Hungarian-born
were merely out-of-work
placekickers. Now they're
back in uniform — Nick with
Buffalo and Steve with
Baltimore. Nick will be trying
to win one for the Bills Sunday
against the visiting New York
Jets while Steve will be trying
the
to turn things around for
Colts when they play the
Steelers in Pittsburgh.
In Sunday's other National
Football League games it's
Atlanta at Detroit, Green Bay
at Minnesota, Houston at
Cincinnati, San Diego at New
England, Washington at St.
Louis, Oakland at Kansas
City, Chicago at Miami, Los
Angeles at Tampa Bay, New
Orleans at San Francisco,
Philadelphia at the New York
Giants and Seattle at Denver.
Monday night's game is
Dallas at Cleveland.
Both Tom Dempsey and
Toni I,inhart kicked themselves out of jobs. Dempsey,
in
who led the Bills in scoring
a
missed
points,
66
with
1978
four
with
goal
field
34-yard
seconds to play against Miami
with
and Buffalo was saddled
was cut on
He
los.s.
9-7
a
Wednesday.
rkInpsey, perhaps best
known for having set the NFL

the end of the season, tossed a
four-hitter for Chicago. He
limited the Pirates to three
singles and a double by Dave
Parker.
Rookie Scot Thompson
drove in both of the Cubs' runs
with a single in the fifth inning
'off Don Robinson,8-7..
Padres 3, Dodgers 1
Dave Winfield drove in all
three of San Diego's runs with
two singles. Winfield now
leads the league with 113 RBI,
which broke the Padres' club
record.
The home run was Winfield's 32nd.

rained out and will be played
as part of a doubleheader
today. The Pirates, meanwhile, lost 2-0 to the Chicago
Cubs and now trail Montreal
by a full game. The Pirates
and Montreal begin a fourgame series Monday in Pittsburgh.
In the only other NI, game
Friday night, San Diego
whipped Los Angeles 3-1. St.
Louis at New York was rained
out.
Cubs 2, Pirates 0
Lynn McGlothen, who has
not signed a new contract and
could become a free agent at

field goal record of 63 yards
when he was with New
Orleans, also has played for
Los Angeles, Philadelphia and
Houston in his 11-year career.
I.inhart, a native of Austria
whose 8-of-17 success rate in
field goals last year was the
worst in the league and the
poorest of his six years in the
league-!'missed three of four
relatively routine field goals
last Sunday,one of them an 18yard chip shot, another a 28yarder with one second left
that enabled Cleveland to hold
on to a 13-10 victory.
Despite that performance.
Linhart was greeted in the
locker room by club owner
Rohert Irsay, who promised
him a $10,000 raise "for effort," and said he expected
Linhart to blossom into a
much better kicker.
On Thursday,though,Coach
Ted Marchibroda ignored his
boss' protests and waived
I.inhart. Irsay remembered a
dispute he had with Marchibroda three years ago, in
which the coach quit and the
players sided with him (the
coach was rehired two days
later,. And with that in mind,
Irsay did not overrule the
coach.
Nick Mike-Mayer started
his NFL career as Atlanta's
10thround draft choice in 1973,
went to the Pro Bowl that
year, was released midway in
the 1977 season and joined
Philadelphia.

Scout
Getathe ,
while gettinqs

.
'
good

Get a $250 Rebate
-

on all Travelers
—

Get a $200 Rebate
on 100' Wheelbase Traveltops
411111

op mai,

1
IMIOrmN f77

Get a $250 Rebate
on all Terras

clE*,

Make your best deal.
And you can bet your IH Dealer is dealin 'He's
getting set for 1980 So hell dicker He'll haggle
He'll even listen to reason
You II be getting the best four-wheel all-purpose
family vehicle you can buy at a rock-bottom price
Rebate program good on Scouts delivered
September 1 — September 30.1979 Available only
at participating Scout dealers within the East
Central Truck Sales Region

International Scout ...
Anything less is just a car.

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
Hwy. U.S. 641-4 Miles South

Murray, Ky. 753-1371
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Calloway Scores First TD, But Loses 16-8
done," he said. "But neither
FulIen County finally scored
could we."
early in the second half when
The Laker defense was put Pilot hi/Whack Jimmy Mays
Those who braved the wind to the test early when slipped through
the middle
and rain at Roy Steward Calloway funbled on its second and scampered 52 yards for a
Stadium saw Calloway County play from scrimmage and touchdown.
High School use its defense, Fulton County recoved on the
Quarterback Mike Parker
but also awaken its offense in Laker 33-yard line.
went over for the two-point
losing a 16-8 decision to Fulton
The Calloway defensive conversion to give Fulton
Couty last night.
squad stopped the Pilots cold County an 8-0 lead with 10:10
and the Laker offense took left to play in the half.
Laker coach Stan Outland over when Fulton County failThe game remained a defenpraised the Laker defensive ed to convert a fourtheg sive strugggle until the last
squad and added that the rain fifteen situation.
minute of the half, when
was an equal disadvantage to
Both defenses continued to Calloway took advantage of a
both teams. "They could not dominate, and the first Pilot turnover and moved in
do some things on offense that quarter ended in a scoreless for its first touchdown of the
they normally would have deadlock.
,/season.

With 53 seconds remaining
in the second quarter, Fulton
County fumbled and Marty
McCuiston recovered for the
Lakers on the Pilot 21.
The Fulton County defense
droped Calloway for losses on
the first two plays from
sermiage, but quarterback
Brad Bryan connected with
Tommy Workman on a 29yard pass play that put the
ball on the Fulton County oneyard line with two seconds
showing on the clock.
Bryan went in for the score
on a quarterback sneak on the
last play of the half and Tim

McAlister ran for the two- minutes of the third quarter
point conversion to knot the when Fulton County scored
score at 8-8.
the winning margin.
-We didn't win the game,
According to Outland, the
but we did score, arid that's Pilots scored their second
something we really wanted to touchdown due to one of the
do," said Outland.
few mistakes by the Laker
defense. "Our backfield was
The Laker defense continn- out of position and he (Jimmy
ed to excell in the second half
Mays slipped through and got
in spite of playing most of the
past us," Outland said. "Our
half in its own territory. "We coaches were trying to move
played most of the second half our people around but we
inside of our 40," said Outland. didn't get set in tune."
"That makes you play a difThat final score came on a
ferent kind of ballgame." 37-yard run by Mays. Mike
The game remained
Parker slid into the end zone
deadlocked until the closing to add the two-point conver-

slop.
The Laker defense stopped
another Pilot scoring drive in
the closing minutes of the
garne when Richard Young
recovered a Fulton County
fumble on the Laker 30-yard
line.
Pilot head coach Stan Watts
was pleased about the win but
thought the rainy weather
gave the advantage to
Calloway.
"They're a bigger team
than we are but we're faster,"
Watts said. "It's hard to run
over a team that has more size
than you do."

Workman was the leading
rusher for the Lakers, gaining
25 yards on 12 attempts. Tim
McAlister added 16 yards in 11

In addition to the strong
teanLeffort by the defense,
Outland credited the play of
Brad Berberich, Marty McCuiston ancl Terry Sledd, who
each recortled five indidual
tackles. Richard Young and
Mike Shipwash brought down
four Pilots each.
•
Calloway has an open date
next week before hosting
Reidland Oct. 5.

Prep Football

Quarterback Brad Bryan lost his footing and fell with a splash to the Roy Stewart Stadium playing surface last night, but
he later scored a touchdown in the Lakers' 16-8 loss to Fulton County.
Si

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
U.L. Washington was hitting
lidnie runs left and right
against the Oakland A's.
Literally.
Getting his first major
league homers at a most
opportune time for the Kansas
City Royals, Washington first
belted a three-run shot from
the left side of the plate, then
joued anothc- three-blast
f Jin the right.

Washington's wallops were against Cleveland but still night. "I was surprised to hit
among a bunch of big hits that managed to clinch a tie for the two homers but after I got
helped Kansas City rout AL East title when the those I was going for three. I
Oakland 13-4 Friday night and secondplace Milwaukee knew I had tied the RBI
stay in serious contention in Brewers lost 3-2 to the Min- record. The six runs batted in
the American League West nesota Twins.
equalled the Kansas City
race.
The Orioles can clinch the record for one game.i"
The Royals moved to within divisional crown with one
Rangers 3, Angels 1
two games of the pace-setting victory today or another loss
Buddy Bell's two-run double
California
Angels, who by Milwaukee.
in the seventh inning led
dropped a 3-1 decision to the
"This is definitely the Texas over California. The
Texas Rangers.
biggest thrill of my major game was delayed a little
Meanwhile, the Baltimore league
career:.
said more than an hour with two
Orioles were idled by rain Washington after his big out in the top of the fourth
when the outfield lights at
Anaheim Stadium blacked
out. The remainder of the
game was played with only the
light banks in center field and
right field working.
Doc Medich, 10-7, was the
winner with late relief help
from Jim Kern, who recorded
his 28th save.
Twins 3, Brewers 2
Ken Landreaux hit a tworun homer with one out in the
Minnesota ninth and Butch
Wynegar followed with a
bases-empty shot, rallying the
Twins over Milwaukee.
Moose Haas carried a
fourhitter and a 2-0 lead into
the ninth, but Roy Smalley
walked leading off the inning.
After Glenn Adams popped
up, Landreaux hit his 15th
homer to tie the game 2-2
before Wynegar followed with
his seventh.
Blue Jays 3, Yankees 2
Tom Underwood and Tom
Buskey combined on an
eighthitter to help Toronto
beat New York. Underwood
scattered six hits in working
seven innings while Buskey
earned his seventh save pitching the last two innings.
• Two Calloway County runners sprinted after a Fulton County ball carrier during the Lakers
Toronto scored all its runs in
16-8 loss to the Pilots last night at Roy Stewart Stadium.
the first when Rick Bosetti
singled with the bases loaded
and New York center fielder
Bobby Brown committed two
errors. New York scored a run
in the fourth on Lou Piniella's
runscoring double and added a
run in the sixth on an RBI
Orville Moody and Johnny Phil Hancock, the 25-year-old
By ERIC PREWIIT
grounder by Reggie Jackson.
Miller failed to make the cut.
Floridian who shot the tourAP Sports Writer
Red Sox 4, Tigers 1
"Hale was completely nament's best round so far, a
NAPA, Calif. tAP) — It's a
Carl Yastrzemski drove in
discouraged,"
the
South
6,619-yard
64
on
said
Hinkle,
a
and
grapes
the
for
fine year
two runs with a bases-loaded
who played with Irwin, course.
lousy week for U.S. Open
single in the first inning,
The final two rounds of the
•champions, with the ex- eliminated after shooting 74Boston over
triggering
tournament,
the
ceptions of Lou Graham and 72-146.
Detroit. Rookie John Tudor
The 41-year-old Graham had AnheuserBusch Classic, will
Andy North, in the Napa
one
a strong start and finish be played on the longer North allowed only six hits and
Valley.
unearned run in becoming the
Graham, the 1975 Open Friday as he posted a 6-under- course.
first Boston left-handed
Graham could win his third
champ, took a 1-sfroke lead par 66 on the Silverado
starter to win a game at
over Lon Hinkle into today's Country Club's 6,870-yard tournament in less than two Fenway Park since Bill Lee
third round of the 9300,000 pro North course. He birdied four months. It's been a vintage did it on July 15, 1978. It was
golf tour event in this wine- of the first six holes and two of year for him, no matter how Tudor's first major league
he finishes here.
producing area where the the final three.
victory against two losses
His 36-hole total was 134.
But he noted that, until he
grapes being crushed now are
since being called up from the
'Considered the best in many Hinkle, who posted a 66 on won the Philadelphia Classic minors on Aug. 10.
Silverado's South course, was in late July, "it was a terrible
years.
White Sox 7, Mariners 4
North, who won the Open 2 strokes ahead of John year." He won again in the
Chet Lemon's three-run
Valley
Fought
Pleasant
tournament
and
Bob Gilder, tied
last year, made the cut
double keyed a five-run third
early this month.
handily and stood 6 strokes off for third at 137.
inning that helped Chicago
Philadelphia
was
Mark
The
title
Lye
and Bobby
the lead. But six Open winners
beat Seattle. The uprising
— 1979 champ Hale Irwin and Wadkins, the first-round his first since the 1975 Open enabled rookie left-hander
soon
came
coleaders,
it
after
he
and
were
at
Casper,
138. A
former winners Billy
Steve Trout to improve. his
'csene Littler, Jerry Pate, group of six at 139 included switched to a new set of irons.
record to 10-8.

San Prancisco
68 86
442 19
San Diego
64 90
416 33
Atlanta
60 91
397 21
Friday's Games
Chicago 2, Pittsburgh 0
St Louis at New York, ppd., rain
Montreal at Philadelphia, ppd., rain
Houston 3, Cincinnati 2, 13 innings
San Diego 3, LAX1 Angeles 1
Only games scheduled
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
Baltimore
99 52
Milwaukee
90 63
66 10
Boston
86 66
166 13"s
New York
81 71
53 i81s
Detroit
82 72
132
Cleveland
77 75
107 22"s
Toronto
336 48o
52 102
WEST
California
83 71
.539
KansasCity
81 73
.525
Minnesota
BO 74
.519
Texas
78 76
.506
Chzcagc
68 84
447 14
Seattle
63 91
.409 28
Oakland
52 102
.338 31
Cleveland a
Ftddi
EtaIr
timor
i Games
e, ppd, rain
Boston 4, Detroit 1,6% innings, rain
Toronto 3, New York 2
Minnesota 3, Milwaukee 2
Texas 3, California I
Kansas City 13, Oakland 4
Chicago 7, Seattle 4
Saturday's Gaines
New York (Ttant 11-8( at Toronto
(Edge 3-2)
leyDeletrlooit) Wilcox 12.8) at Boston (Eaters,
Minnesota (Erickson 2-0i at Milwaukee
(SIA
Texas
t""5-4
1Jjerikins 15-131 at California
(Knapp 3-5i
Kansas City (Leonard 13-10) at Oakland
(Keough 1-161
Cleveland (Barker 6-5 and Waits 14-13,
u6,
, ItaimPalmerre Palm 9-6 and McGregor

aLEta

Chicago ( Dotson 2-0, at Seattle (Dressler 3-2) (

Friday Gaines
Ashland at Boyd Co, ppd rain
Barboursville WVa 19 Russell 6
Bardstown at Johnson Central, ppd rain
Barren Co 33 Allen Co 7
Bath Co at Henry Co, ppd rain
Beachwood 19 Owen Co 8
Belfry 48 Johns Creek 0
Bell Co 6 Evans 0
Bellevue at Rich Madison, ppd rain
Beth Haven at Eminence, ppd rain
Burch WVa 33 Mullins 6
Caldwell Co at Madisonville, ppd rain
Campbell Co at Boone Co, ppd rain
Carroll Co 35 Mason Co 0
Cawood 20 Lynch 0
Christian Co at Bowling Green, ppd
rain
Clark Co 14 Laurel Co 0
Conner 17 Newport Cath 8
Corbin 14 Danville 0
Covington Cath at Simon Kenton. ppd
rain
Covington Holmes 13 CAX/e Hts 0
Crittenden Co 16 Reidland 0
Edrnonson Co at Butler Co, ppd rain
Elizabethtown at Bain Central, ppd
rain
Elkhorn City 61 Jenkins 0
Erlanger Lloyd at Ft Thos Highlands.
ppd rain
Erlanger Scott 27 Ludlow 20
Estill Co 36 Casey Co 0
Fleming Co at Bourbon CA, ppd rain
Fulton Co 16 Calloway Co 8
Garrard Co 20 Anderson Co 6
Glasgow at Russell Co. ppd rain
Hancock Co 12 McLean Co 6
Harlan 32 Cumberland 14
Hart Co 8 Caverna 7
Hazard at Nicholas Co, ppd rain
Heath 8 Murray 2
Henderson Co 28 Evansville Ind North 6
Huntington WVa East 28 Greenup Co 0
Jessamine Co M Whitley Co 20
Knoxville Tenn Fulton 21 Middlesboro

Owensboro Apollo at Daviess Co, ppd
rain
Paducah Tilghman 7 Hoplinsville 3
Paintsville 6 Virgie 0
Paris at Frankfort, ppd rain
Prestonsburg 10 Breathitt Co 8
Racekind 18 Fairview 0
Rowan Co 12 E Carter 6
Russellville at Ft Campbell, ppd rain

Somerset at Providence Ind, ppd rain
Todd Central 8 Webster Co 7
W Hardin 6 Trimble Co 0
Warren East at Grayson Co, ppd rain
Washington Co at E Hardin. ppd nun
Wlutesburg 20 MC Napier 0
Williamsburg 12 Wayne Co 6
Williamson WVa at Pikeville, pot rain
Woodford Co at Scott Co, ppd rain

LaRue Coal Ft Knox, pod ram
Lawrence Co 26 W Carter 8
Leslie Co 30 Clay co 0
Les Bryan Station at Shelby. Co, ppd
rain
Lex Henry'Clay at Franklin Co, ppd
ram
Lax Lafayette at Lex Tates Creek
Marion Co 19 Green Co 7
Mayfield 22 Owensboro Cath 0
Mercer Co at Boyle Co, ppd rain
Metcalfe Coal Campbellsville, ppd rain
Montgomery Co at Harrison Co, ppd
Morgan Co 14 Lewis Co 6
Nelson Co at N Buliitt, ppd ram
Newport at Dayton, ppd rain
Ohio Co at Franklin-Simpson. ppd ram
Owensboro 21 Union Co 0

CalloWay County football coach Stan Outland appeared dry
last night as he watched his Lakers splash their way to a 16-8
loss to Fulton County.

Announcing the

Graham Takes One-Stroke Lead
Over Hinkle In Golf Tour Event

New! Knaptight
grain doors
•Plymetal construction
tor strength with low
weight
•Unique two-way seal
and anti-rack hard
ware stops grain
leaks keeps weather
out
•Good looking prefin
!shed white enamel
door panels—
distinctive Knaptight
emblem
•Double and triple
ddbr models

New generation
Knaphoist.
This hoist looks
different because it
is different
•Unique high
strength wide probile design gives sta
bility under load
•Low mount without
sacnficing strength of
body—no notching of
cross sills required
•Power up and
power down feature
provides positive con
trot dunrrg full dump
cycle

Your truck dealer has grain trucks
ready to roll to market
A bumper crop is in the held waiting tor you
nght now You re going to need extra hauling
capacity to get your harvest into storage and
off to market
That's why Hallenberger Inc and Knapheide
have arranged with your local truck dealer to
have grain bodies mounted on new truck
chassis They re in stock and ready to roll
These truck chassis and bodies are equipped
the way you want them Many have the new
Knaptight cargo style doors and Knaphoist
hydraulic hoists
So call Hallenberger Inc toll tree today for a
list of nearby truck dealers participating in the
Knapheide Big Harvest Roundup They ye got
the trucks for you ready to roll to market

The Knapheide Mfg Co
Quincy Illinois 62301

Hallenberger Inc
5716 Boonville Highway
Evansville Indiana 47715
Call toll free
From Indiana-1 800 852-3438
From Kentucky or Illinois-1 800 457 3054

Hallenberger Inc
1517 E
h Street
HopkinsKentucky 42240
Phone 502-885-4141
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PUTIT IN THE
2. Notice

I)

2. Notice

NOTICE OF
LEGAL SALE
One 1 Used Caterpiller 1)8 Tractor, SPN
77V02369, as is where
is, for cash to the
highest bidder at the
Whayne Supply Company, 23rd & Greenup
Streets, Ashland, KY.,
on Monday, October 8,
1979 at 10 a.m. ,local
tune I. Seller reserves
the right to bid.
Whayne Supply Co.

BIBLE CALL
'The Deadening Effects
of Frustration" 7594444 or Children's Story
About Jesus 759-4445.
ble study each evening or a
• me by phone Free Store ti
•he needy all donations ap,•eciated Bible Facts 7591-10

Smell Ads
Low Dissolves
Try us before you buy
HATCHER
AUTO SALES

I

Mercury
Lincolo
Tour
Toyota, GM( D•akor
515 Sao. Ibto Street

YOUR PERSON/Alla El
••
E. •
PUTER
NUTRIENT D: •
AVAILABLE NOC•

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

I There must be a
reason We offer the
and
copy
best
restoration.

NUTRITIONAL
EVALUATION
BY COMPUTER

Oriented Pnysic,ans In all Malty

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING

1

FOR RESULTS 110
43. Real Estate

21E Sportifuipment 27. Mobile Home Sales 43. Real Estate

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Need rehaole older lady tor 2
small children, references required Call 753-8114 after 5
Naitresses wanted Apply in
Jerson Hungry Bear 1409
Main
Waitress wanted apply in peron at Sykes Cafe 100 Maple

Five-speed bicycles One man's
Antique tin door pie safe one woman s Excellent condirefinished excel -nt conoition tion $100 for the pair or $55
Call 753-5472
each Call 753-5210 after 6
pm
stove
wood
Fisher baby bea,
excellent condit in 759-1975
22. Musical
before 5 pm

Assumable VA loan on this very
nice home in Lakeway Shores.
Purdom & Thurman
2 bedrooms, bath, living room,
Insurance A Real Estate kitchen, washer and dryer
Homaiiiits
Court Squore
hookup, patio with gas grill.
Murray, Kentucky
For rent Mobile home space
Priced at only $27.500 Shroatready tor hookup Call 753753-4451
Waldrop Real Estate 159-1707
8333

MUSIC LESSONS
For sale Tryke hauler wood
burning heater ,:hest freezer
Piano-Organ
platform rocker John Deere
Voice-G uitar
garden tractor with mower and
753-7575
other attachments. doll pres
Clayton's-,i& B Monis
blacksmith's forge and vise
492-8840
-4 size Juzahi violin outilit, exHide-a-bed sofa extra nice cellent condition $100 753recliner, large snag rug baby 8894
car seat. White sewing
machine, Smith Corona electric 23. Exterminating
portable typewr ter curtains
1605W Main.
Western saddle, 15 inch seat
$150 Call 759-4772

31. Want To Rent

SURVEYORTECNNICIAN
Lilmediate opening for expenenced land surveyor or
engineering technician to
Lied land surveying department Mmunirn 3 to 5 years
experience Excellent salary,
Submit
fringe benefits
resume to Jean Fleming. Ted
Consulting
111111ngton.
F.
Engineers, P 0 Box 422,
Murray,KY 4X771.

10. Bus. Opportunity

1974 All electric, central heat
and air partially furnished 12
x 64 753 8630 after 5 pm

Wanted house to rent for family with 2 school aged children
Days call 762.-,6986 or after 6
pm 492-8858

32. Apts. For Rent

Brand new 2 bedroom. 1 bath
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Bachelor or Bachelorette pad
located in Panorama Shores 1
bedroom ideal for single petson
Included is stove
refrigerator, bed table and
chairs, and curtains Can't be
beat for $8.400 Shroat
Waltlrop Real Estate. 759
1701

[fowl'

For rent 2 bedroom townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range.
dishwasher,
refrigerator
disposer. washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air
Call 753-7550
For rent: One bedroom garden Extras, extras. and extras in
apartment 753-7550
this permanent home in
Large pleasant unfurnished Lakeway Shores New micro
in
quite oven, side by side refrigeratorapartment
neighborhood Adult or married freezer with ice maker, washer
couple preferred Call 753- and dryer, 3 window unit air
conditioners, t.v antenna and
7853
more in this basement home
furOne bedroom apartment,
for only $37,500 Shroatnished Can be seen after 5 pm
at 510 South 6th or call after 5 Waldrop Real Estate, 7591701.
pm 753-6900
Two bedroom apartment for
rent Call 753-9240 between 9
and 4 after 5 pm call 7530121
Two bedroom apartment,
water, stove, and refrigerator
furnished Located in Lynn
SPACIOUS
Grove. 753-7874
OLDER NOME

Boyd-Majors
Real Estate
...m.105 N. 12%am_
"Lots"
lks acres with number
of trees. 70' deep well,
new septic system, 220
elec. pole. South of
Hwy. 80 on Goodman
Rd. Price reduced to
$3500.

ngs
Cleanup shop 30x60 and con- 16. Home Furnishi
brown
American
tents at reduced price, 10 Early
choice
Kingswood,
153-8298
Nur:
miles east of Murray on naughyde couch chair and
t. tt
pee
x 150'
1101'
lot
wooded
)(be,
2-oresHighway 94 Call 474-2335 love seat. Call 753-4507
tional A:15*e, an,r'.
for
priced
water,
city
OR
YOUR
,s
onaI
after 6 pm
For sale 30 inch electric stove
rapid sale. Only $5200.
PERSONA, CONSuLTATION AND
FREE KITTENS, to
Local family owned business one year old, $95 Call 753EVALUATION Pla2•NE 753 2962
Office Space For
good home. Three
for sale due to poor health In- 7189
We've just listed 19 ad•
tor
stripe.
black. one tiger
753Call
Rent.
persons write to Route New free standing tea Majestic 2 . Miscellaneous
terested
lake lots in Ky.
joining
5
after
753-5322
Call
181 Murray. KY
Box
5
5:00
5 acres more
Sub.
Dev.
after
below
Kentucky
7618
priced
special
fireplace,
:very day
8x10 utility building wood
p.m.
Mos
or
less.
Lake Fiddlers with trimmings The. old Carriage House wholesale Call 753-3704
with redwood trim Call 436appr.
wooded,
Murray
from
Basket
Shrimp
across
Restaurant
21)
50.
at
$2
Seven foot velvet couch ex- 2420 after 630 pm Located
from water. This is
$2.90 Country Way Cafe. 121 State University campus is a cellent condition $65 Call 1504 Henry
good buy call today.
Doing
fine buy for someone
South. past Cherry Corner
753-8598
Firewood for sale, $25 a rick.
753-8080.
Reason for sellbusiness
good
Free Store 759 4600
ing is owner's health Building Will sell good used furniture we will deliver 753-6107
Near Kenlake Resort,
5. Lost and Found
is leased and the business and appliances The Odd Shop Firewood for sale, oak and
7
and
sell
wooded acres off
buy
We
642-8250
6 Pronoun
are
delivery
inventory
and
rick,
equipement
a
ACROSS
Puzzle
$20
s
hickory
Friday
Street
Answer to
Lost in vicinity of Poplar
7 Tidy
Hwy. 94 E., ideal
Pro
Call us for trade
priced
reasonably
Rent
For
753-0305
glasses
-4:Houses
3
man's
hospital,
Home
near
listed,
AFT
group
Army
8
Just
STAMP
4 Enamel e g
P-A -P
building site has 2 sep9 Deer's horn
LEA
dark framed Call 759-1987 more details Spann Realty Whirlpool 2 speed washer good Firewood for sale. 437-4391.
PACER
9 Devoured
situated on 450 foot
E IR
.
For rent 3 bedroom house in
tanks, 2 trailer
tic
pa
Chinese
753-7734
10
Associates,
1
12 Exist
ETANA
Two
after 5 pm
condition Also 4 oak antique
P ROMO
lot.
deep
Built-ins gas
gods
hookups, 2 wells. Good
13 Change
Firewood for sale. oak and Murray High area
N T
A
5
11111P
after
main
Call
on
759-1304
chairs
bedrooms
after 330
11 Abstract
14 Girl's nickLost Female Doberman. 2 14. Want To Buy
only
investment
hickory $30 a rick Call 753- heat 759-4531
ES
TOOT
being
floor, three unfinished
name
,900.
standing Pm
DEi years old black and rust color
buy
pm
to
TEND
5
Carpeted
house
after
S
Wanted
E
RI
S
Two
bedroom
9563
eagle
Sea
16
15 Rue
rooms on second floor.
P E N chain collar Also 6 months old
TEAMS
18 Parts in play ALE
timber, top prices paid 489heat, 641 North
Call 753-8080.
17 Chief artery
Nice garden spot.
Save 90 per cent on resale and electric
ELEMy . male Beagle. white and brown
17.
Cleaners
Vacuum
20 Hatted
A R A L
Pt
C E
No pets $175
2334
consignment clothing for the Available now
Priced at only $18,000.
ADAM Dogs are probally together
19 Bitter vetch 21 Talk idly
EDUCATES
22 More cripused hog farKopperud
20 Backless
MIND
Phone
whole family. at the Answer, Call 753-3942
THIS
Three bedroom, 111 baths. livReward! Phone 436-2336 after Want to buy five
pled
seat
435-4274,
Call
DDL
ATE
crates
rowing
P
Realty 753-1222. We
1407 Main St . Benton. KY Three bedroom brick, family
room, kitchen and den. city
ing
KIRBY
European
pm
5
23
21 Scheme
E L I
EDILE
full baseof
pm.
AG- E
5
fireplace.
with
room
til
member
anytime
10
are
days,
6
Open
and sewer, single garage
water
mountains
.
Near
23
VACUUM
SAIA__ 6. Help Wanted
DOLLS
(:)
25 Ventilated
ment, $300 a month, 753Multiple Listing.
24 Fold
with concrete drive in
heating
Man's
wood
buy
to
estate
Want
settle
To
26 Young age
CLEANERS
27 Rodent
after 5 pm.
Westwood Subdivision. For
Babysitter in my home. stove Call 436 5549
karat diamond solitaire, white 2286
group
28 Cabal
For factory outhocze•l :Nits
on
Mus
transportati
Own
letter
Harangue
in the For sale: 28x30 shop and walk- more information call Purdom
Greek
weekdays.
house
38
28
jeweler's
bedroom
Three
mounting.
30 Great Lake
gold
call
901)
service
and
soles
47 Lug
AO Frock
29 Row
in basement, both on 547 & Thurman, 753-4451
31 Time abbr
and references required. Call
estimate $3 000 If interested country Call 492-8225
612-7619. Located or 102
48 Equality
42 Prohibit
32 Supplicate
32 So-rtne apacres. 3 miles south of city.
753-9520
K.
Court
32
Sr
Washington
49 Speck
write P 0. Box
W
WANT TO BUY
41 Paradise
Three bedroom cedar cabin
33 Niton symples
Call 615-232-6943
50'Eon
Lease
Or
In
For
Rent
Poi
36.
Paris,
45 Rattan
Square,
Shores, with
34 Scale note
part
and
Panorama
cook
day
Full
time
CONCRETE MIXER
Wood for sale Call 759-1260
53 Perform
36 Enthusiastic 46 As written
35 River duck
For lands sake'' Imagine own- Franklin fireplace Call Purdom
Apply in perdishwashers
time
37 Barracuda
9 _ Rill
ing your own mini-farm 11 & Thurman 753-4451
4 3 6 7 II
1 2 3
son at Coiootal House
19. Farm Equipment 26. TV-Radio
3e Number
Mini
acres gently rolling with 4
excellent
v
t
39 Was miswhite
la
and
13
12
Warehouse
1975 Ford 642 combine. 450 Black
I. Homeworkers Earn $50 per
taken
in timber Nice 3
acres
435-4521
securing. stuffing
41 intenection 15
16
hours. $13000, 1975 Ford 542 shape Call
veneer
17111111 100
brick
Storage Space
bedroom
42 Propositions
envelopes Free details Rely 15. Articles For Sale
hay baler. S18C0. 1975 Ford IT' color t v good condition,
low
low.
in
20
Priced
home
19
Rent
For
Challenged
43
11111111
Titan. Box 94688 ZNA For sale two 15- x 811- unilug mower, condo,,ier. $2100. reasonable Call 753-3209
Call John at 75345 Vehicle
$40's
25 26
24
23
8
753-475
Schaumberg, IL 60194
46 Sowed
rocket mags. two P215-75R15 1975 4 v.)* bridge planter Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna.
II"
1492 Offered by Loretta Jobs
753-1222
29
211
48 Procession
belted radial snow tires. $600: 1975 500 gallon walsch can talk to Canada and Mexico
glass
and
cutting
for
wanted
Help
P-altors
ill
51 Sunburn
alI.
34
33
loading firewood full time almost new. two G60-14 Scat- sprayer. $800. 1-354-8740
52 Car style
New $150 now $75 492Commercial building
- WI
Trac white letter tires. two 15 Grain truck. combine and 8834
54 Click beetle gnikts
753-0305
37
NEAR THE LAKE
35
Ansley Auction &
55 Skill
'
with
like wheat drill Call 382-2327
inch ET mag wheels
for rent.
=
42
Sales
Realty
nights
56 Stertor
•i
Sales
hostess,
Home
car
40
Sharp
time
Mobile
Cottage, recenPart
27.
39
new 070 Hercules Honcho 70
(Ol 'USW
57 Greek letter
Call
tly been remodeled,
Apply in person K & N Root tires, like new, four GR7015 Just received truck load of
44
43
60 2
X
12
Criterion
1973
11
and
new wood burning
DOWN
753-2967
steell belted Goodyear tires. truck tool boxes standard
44 50 Beer
good condition, un46 47
1 Distant
'models Also stainless bedroom
deluxe
stove,
beamed ceiling,
611III
exPrix
factory.
with
Gran
after
on
person
mounted
753-2278
sales
Call
Part-time
34
2 Mineral
53
32
protectors, furnished
tailgait
steel
paneling in
beautiful
facApply
four
Pontiac
sales.
wheels.
Rally
51I.
perience in audio
3 Iterate
37. Livestock-Supplies Home with income Lovely living room. Plenty of
$15.75 Vinson Tractor Co,. 6 pm
4 Pots and - 55
the Audio rack in Ward tory Rally wheels for full size
at
For sale: 2 lots and a 1977 Want to buy five used hog far5 High Mus
storage. Located on
Elkins store. Mayfield. KY. See car side pipes for Corvette 753-4892
Distr. by Maid Feature Sydte. tne
bedroom Winsor rowing crates Call 435-4274 modern 3 bedroom home with
two
old Highway 94, ap14x70
trac4440
Phone 753-7393
John Deere model
Gary Gunn.
one bedroom rental apartment
trailer with refrigerator range. anytime.
prox. 10 miles from
tor. completely equipped, inhome.
one
family
a
like
looks
central air 'and heat. tocated in
Murray. House is on
7k0u6HT
AlLeAqS
Deere
John
I
'
s
monitor,
cluding
-Supplie
ANCIENT.LAVA FLOWS
Has double garage and a pretty
FOR iN5TANCE, AE
I'VE 3ECOME INTERESTEP
Croppie Hollow III. $18,500 for 38. Pets
approx. 2 acre lot.
THIS WAS OUR
21' disc John Deere model
5UCH AG THIS ONE
trailer and AKC registered Boston Terriers lot with tree-shaded back yard
for
$13,500
t(011 EVER NOTIC.E0 THIS
or
Phone
,EARN1N6 A50U1
all
Kopperud
?;
monitor.
DRIVEWA4
with
panter
7537.000
Associates,
Realty
Spann
HERE ARE REALLL(
for lots. Phone 436- Call 753-7438
753-1222,
Re_ILy
$5500
THE EARTHS SURFACE
LAVA FORMATION 7
plow.
chisel
Leere
13' -John
/724
QUITE FASCINATING
2193
AKC yellow Labrador puppies
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
all
Call 753-3903
John Deere 15' harrow, John 1975 Mobile home, 12x50,
NOW HIRING
Deere 61 6 low, John Deere electric, central heat and air. Halt-Austrailian Shepherd and
shd,
underpinne
one
unfurnished.
STARTING PAY $7.00 per hour
rotary hoe Ali djuipment
2 months
/
half Border Collie. 11
year old anc: .n brand new con- ed. t v antenna, porch $5700 old, has had all shots, $25. Call
and bonuses
753-2538 after 6 pm
dition Phone 489-2141.
759-4772
Local distributor of notionally known electrical procombine, 4 12x44 Mobile home, excellent
ducts needs neat appearing men and women at once.
THAT'S THE 975 New Holland
-AND I HAVE TO
2
ONLY WHEN I COOK
headers, condition, furnished
corn
row
-3'11
bean
Must be over 20 yeors of oge.
ST
THE
SADDE
AWAY
N
CHICKE
A
THROW
MYSELF
Sd,beeck, female Cocker
mR. SmITH,
1. Cottage bedroom, gas heat, steps.
Rt
.
•
Weiher
John
people average 5200 to 1300 weekly.
Our
I
T
STORY
WiTHOu
-NE
DINNER
WISHBO
Sperieel. Nee boot soak end
DO YOU
underpinning. 2 air condi782-3442,
Grove TN
EVER
No experience required
ANYONE TO
bed
ell
lies.
for
Call
EVER GET
Neese,
tioners included. $3500
HEARD
Absolutely no door to door sales.
PULL IT
Tractor •- paired New and 435-4467.
LONESOME
Nolkes; Wort),Ind owe/ core
WITH ME
Must hove good car
price
LIVING
our
for her. $40. Call 733-6975.
used trai.' 'es. Get
mobile
We have openings for managers and trainees soles
ALL
r Vinson Tractor 10x43 Two bedroom
before y",
ALONE?
and service and delivery reps.
home, partially furnished
Co , 753
Three female Siamese kittens.
If you ore unhappy with your present employment
$2000 Call 753-0223
VAC Case '•,..ctor, 6 ft. Ford
9 weeks old $25 each. Call
and income and would like to advance we would like to
carpet
all
bedroom,
disc
ut'ito trailer with 12x60 Two
436-2450.
talk to you.
CALL 502-759-1345
plywood site new Ward's one except kitchen, central air, gas
Produce
Call
40.
furnished
partially
436heat,
man post hold digger. Call
Ask for Mr. Osman
382-2713
Sweet potatoes for sale $6 a
5536
10 a.m. to S p.m.
SARGE, WILL YOU
HOLD !
C'MotV TWROW ONE
bushel Located one mile south
STOP
PLEASE
, MONDAY AND TUESDAY ONLY
SATURDAY
FRIDAY,
IN HERE. C'MON!'
r4OL-12 IT!
SALES CAREERS
POUNDING
of Tn-City on Highway 94 West.
ON THE
FULL OR PART TIME
41. Public Sale
PLATE?!
Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Tearn $14,500.
Carport sale, follow signs to dif
to $22,500. first year opportunity with America's
port, Friday and Saturday. 21st
e•AM
adand 22nd of September.
fastest growing multi-media and specialty
full benefits
SA-0*\\
vertising firms. Company car and
Garage sale Saturday 9 til 5
the
package. Earn while you learn, while serving
of Glendale and South
corner
AdSpecialty
businessmen in your area with new
items including
Many
9th
No
vertising Prpducts of Quality and Distinction.
children's clothing and toys
time
sales experience necessary, full or part
Porch sale every Tuesday.
Mr. Lee
positions available. For information write:
Highway 280 go to Cardinal
ADVERTISING
DER
K-ALLEN
KENDFUC
vev
71•E
Martin,
:
1A/ARR/042S NAME
Point, turn south on gravel
4CD
SC:
WON 7r•E COHN/ TOSS AN,,
CO., INC., 777 Portland Way North, Box 729, Galion,
towards lake, cedar house
road
RS
CUSTOME
THAT
"OUR
SOME
WA
'S
- - evr'E c_
ST-ENJ
WILL. KICK Og'F" t
Ohio 44833 (419488.5418)
on left or call 436-2737
C.7,5,!/E
IrCYCK
US"
KNOW
SHOULD
LOVE US, YoU
Each office Is independently
•Imoosomoism. Yard sale, Saturday, September
owned and operated
Hix
22 at 617 N 4th St. Table and
'\1
6 chairs, antique trunk, oak
porch settee and 2 chairs,
to, t
=
table model sewing machine: 6
•••
rolls small mesh wire, clothes,
pots and pans. dishes
CARTER STUDIO

Kelley's Yermit
& Pest Control

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Id

153-5561

lU

Ill
UlU
III

a .

cin

UU

iii

441

ExorEmENT
A7 JUM5LE
HEY„ A
CALL
ON THE
X- BAND:

l

J4

PATROL HQ..
NOW! THE
COMMANDER:
.
/WHO /5
HE? I
WHERE

SECRET coninvwceR OF
THE JUNGLE A41ROL

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

6ENEgAL

BABABL1, WHEN
YOU ARE READY TO RETURN,
THE PEOPLE WILL HAIL YOU.

T AM
READY;

Emerson Electric Company,
in Paris, Tennessee, is accepting
applications each day at the plant
guard house. Permanent jobs are
now available. Applicant must be
willing to work any shift. Excellent benefits and pay.
An • ual Opportunity Employer

Coming
Soon

YARD
SALE

It's A Good Sign
For You!

Saturday & Sunday,
Sept. 22 8. 23 from 9
a.m. til ? at 304 N. 4th
St. Clothes toys furnitwit- shoos.

43. Real Estate
For sale cleanup and body
shop. Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451

...We're Making You Foal At Nemo

753-1492

1200 Sycamore
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PHTITUITA

is very
hor es.
room.

dryer
grill
hroat1707

Been wanting a small
farm? We have it!
Just listed an 18 acre
farm with 2 bedroom,
furnished,
frame
house ready for occupancy. Land is
highly productive and
level. Call us for more
information concerning this farm.

Got imagination This three
bedroom 1 bath home with
many extras is waiting for you
With a little talent, a little effort. and a little money. you
can make this your kind of
home. Brick exterior, priced to
move Low $30's. Let Brenda
show you this home today by
calling 753-1492...Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

WILSON

TOO GOOD
TO BE TRUE
a HI Al F STATE
96 Acres farmland, 7
753 3763 ANYTIME
miles from Murray.
392N 111h 5/
Includes 78 tillable
acres level farmland,
Residential building lots good water, 3 tobacco
Westwood Subdivision city barns, tobacco allotwater and sewer Priced from ment, stock barn,
outbuildings.
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom other
Nice brick home at
& Thurman 753-4451
Retirement home with income, end of the road with
neighbors
nearby.
A cozy small home at Cherry
This is the farm in the
1 acre lot with a
Corners on 1 ,
Southwest section of
rental trailer and extra trailer
the county that you
space Good garden spot Also have
been asking
fruit trees. berries, and grapes. about. Phone us
today
Expenses here can be cut to a for
further
inminimum
Spann Realty formation.
Kopperud
Associates, 753-7724
Realty 753-1222.

INSURANCE

nled,
ming
ding,
in
ty of
on
, apfrom
is on
lot
erud

Three bedroom, 3 bath home
den with fireplace, fenced in
yard, city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Tired of a busy city" Come see
this lovely 3 bedroom 2 bath
lets un.1e0 Featuge Synchule Inc ex_
home with lots offresh country
air! Plus a 24 x 24 family room
with built-in cabinets and book 'Forget it
He may make it to
shelves More details areavailable by calling Judy at' g re . but all you'll get will be
753-1492 Offered by Loretta
Pro mises, promises, promises."
Jobs Realtors

1976 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Brougham automatic power
and air, AM-F4 stereo tape
player silver on silver, black
plush interior, new tires,
39.000 milei first class condition Call 52'7-7849
1975 Plymouth Gold Duster.
red and white. 6 cylinder
automatic, power and air.
36,000 miles. In excellent condition. Call 527-7849
1973 Thunderbird has all the
extras plus a new set of tires
$1350 Phone 1-354-6217
1976 Volkswagon Scirroco
753-6865.

50. Used Trucks
By owner. 1978 Chevrolet

Carpet
cleaning
free
estimates satisfied references
Backhoe and fron
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, 'end loader btiorir
753-5827
Free
Paper naval and interior
stimates!! Call
painting Call 431.4617
HARMON it
Moving. Must sell! Fishing Painting done to satisfaction
BINKLEY
boat. 14 ft. fiberglass with Interior or exterior Free
trolling motor. swivel seats, live estimates Experienced Call
CONSTRUCTION
well, running lights, and after 5 pm 753-0355
trailer. Asking $250 or best of- Small engine repair We repair
fer. Call 759-1410.
all major brands 2 and 4 cycle Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work completeCall 153-5991
ly guarenteed Call or write
Termites.
You
spend thousands
FOR SALE
of dollars for a home but never Morgan Construction Co
Good 15' alumirwim runabout,
think about termites - they Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
with 85 h.p. Mercury outboard,
cause the most damage next to KY 42001 or call day or night,
comes complete with trailer,
fire. Have your home treated 1-442-7026
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
now! 753-3914, Kelley's Ter- Will lay carpet Free estimates.
3 life jackets. Call 753-1916.
mite & Pest Control, 100 South Call 759-1823 after 5 pm
132h Street, Murray, KY Over Will do plumbing, heating and
ask lor Karen, between 7 a.m.
33 years experience. Home air conditioning, repairs and
& 3 p.m. S2,600.
owned.
remodeling around the home
Pontoon, 24 ft. Riveria Cruiser, Trees cut or trimmed. Also such as, painting, carpentry,
40 hp Johnson outboard. firewood for sale. Call after 5 and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600.
Needs new deck. Call 436- pm, 753-0230.
2289 after 6 pm.
Herndon's
Portable Welding
Will haul driveway white rock
Byers Brothers & Son-General
Service
and Ag lime. also have any type
Rt. 6, Box 154,
home remodeling, framing
of brown or white Pea gravel
aluminum siding, gutters, and
Murray, Ky.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1753-9507
or 753-4545
362-4895
Cease by 803 Soots 161h
and look at a 16 91
Fiberglass boat, 85 hp
Mercury motor and o
heavy duty trailer.

Beauville van, 8 passenger, air,
power, 16,000 miles. loaded.
753-6760 after 5 pm.
1973 Chevy pickup, extra nice,
$1600. Call 753-5201 or 753For sale commercial zoned lot 1949 Harley Davidson, fully 2 HR 78-15 traction and radial 4691.
chopped.
Sears
snow
tires,
springer
like
front
new. $25
end.
on 641 North across from Colonial House Smorgasbord. 753- 'custom paint, lots of chrome. each. One 15 inch Chevrolet 1973 Dodge pickup, 6 cylinder
automatic, $1000 Call 435
excellent condition. 81900 rim. $5.00. Call 753-8197.
2571 or 753-1798.
4127
Call Paris 901-642-3536 after 49.
Used
Cars
46. Homes For Sale
5:30 pm.
F-100. 1974 Ford pickup.
1978 Buick LeSabre. good con- S1950.
Two bedroom, living room, kit1968 4-door Impala.
chen, bath and a half, base- 650 Special Yamaha, 1979. dition, power steering and 327 engine, best offer 436brakes,
air
conditioned. 20,000 5536.
ment, located on 5 acress of 3800 miles, extras. 753-8925.
miles. 492-8698 after 5 pm.
ground 12 miles out of Murray
1967 Ford van, 8400. Needs a
on 94 East. Call 753-8212.
By owner: 1971 Chevy. air and little
work. 753-8925 or 759power, 1972 Olds convertible, 4813.
Building and repairing barns,
1978 Yamaha GT 80. Call 753- air and power; 1973
Buick sta30
years experience. Call days
7774
after
pm
4-30
or
on
tionwagon. Phone 753-6760 1977 Ford Ranger 150, 4x4,
1976 Suzuki RM-370, excellent
759-4620 or nights 492-8910
weekends.
400
cu.
in.
engine,
automatic
after
6
pm.
trail bike. $375 or best offer.
transmission, power steering Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
saIl 759-1730.
1973 Continental Towne Coupe and
brakes, mud tires and rates. Prompt and efficient set
with stereo, new tires. Excepwheels, topper, sliding back vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489
tionally clean. 753-2936.
glass, limited slip rearend, 2774.
For sale 1978 Toyota SR5 lock-in hubs, 36.000 actual
Sports Coupe 84095 753- miles. excellent condition.
CARTER STUDIO
0191
Must sell. 474-2266.
WEDDINGS &
1970 Ford LTD. $300 or best For sale: 1969 Ford truck,
PORTRAITS
offer. See at Save-Mart or call Campers Special, 34 ton. Cal
753-3538
901-232-8239.
753-8298
For sale: 1979 Trans Am. white 1973 Ford F-100 Ranger, V8
with red interior, loaded with lwb, will take trade. Call 436- Can't get those small lobs
extras. still under warranty. 2146.
around the house or mobile
Call 753-8030.
home done? Carpentry, pain-this 18 acre farm of highly
Call us today to
51. Campers
plumbing, aluminum
ting.
house
productive land, with-2 bedroom farm
1977 Maverick 4-door. ex- Overhead
Own your own restaurant! Seats 90 people. Price
camper for long siding, patios. small concrete
occupancy.
for
ready
and
furnished
completely
cellent
condition,
30,000 wheel base truck, in good con- jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
includes equipment and is priced to sell. Located
miles. power steering, air, new dition. $600.
Priced in the thirties.
in Hazel, Kentucky.
Call 492-8515.
Carpentry service. Whatever
steel radials. One owner, local
car, 82495 firm 753-8552 16' Scotty camper. $550. Can your needs, old or new, quality
be seen at 1700 Miller Ave.. work. Call 753-0565.
after 5 pm.
Murray. Call 753-7581 after 4
Concrete and block work. Block
pm.
garages, basements, driveways
Twelve ft mobile trailer, slide walks. patios, steps, free
N:ce clean low mileage, 73
in type, 1974 model, sleeps estimates. 753-5476.
Oldsmobile Cutlass, has air.
power
tl
ole and radio, ready to go.
six. Stove, refrigerator, furnice,
753-51165 days and 753Complete tax and bookkeeping
bathroom. Call 753-8119 or services. Phone
Slasher 6p.m.
David Keller at
436-2455 and ask for Paul.
Interested in small farm with house attached
753-8918.
plus apartments call to see this.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Sears 753-2310 for free
209 Welwyn Street
Beautiful homesite property! 27 acres located on
estimates
for your needs
HEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed
All
Day Wed.
Highway 94 East. 19 acres WL tendable.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
For your chain link fencing
Price of
needs contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 753
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE
75'
SHAVE
•
Olesple•lt hew. anis plume adl 153-3411$
1966
sew Iler•oar.. Merry ha& SMK•
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed :per
Spring House Cleaning
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Special
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Have your driveways white rockThis 2 bedroom brick with good well, garage,
Insured
and experienced. Call day or night:
ed before bad weather. Free
septic system and garden located on blacktop in
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
southeast part of county.
7S9-1176
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears
Good rental property. This house is ideally
save on these high heating and
located for students and includes some furniture.
cooling bills Call Sears, 753Give ura call. --2310 for free estimates
Ken's Lawnmower and chainsaw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
service. 753-7400.
licinsed Electrician and gas in
stallation, will do plumbing
heating and air conditioning
Call 753-7203.
Well built BV home,2 bdrm.,storm doors &windows, electric heat, cablevision hook-up, partly
Mobile Home
carpeted and as a bonus some furniture stays.
Aluminum AO
Come by and talk with us.
undergiumitn
Ooftse led. Also
and
aroihnis,
;
.ogen or screen,
patio
rental
college.
Ideal
for
near
located
Small house
'ed in, with or without windows.
or couple. Some furniture goes with house, inAlso carports, single and dou-'
cluding range and refrigerator.
ble sizes. lack Glover. 7531873 after 6 pm

Boyd's Auto Repair
Now Offering

Frontend Service
Alignment & Balancing
FREE Brake Inspedion
FREE VipatFrontend Inspection
We also have:

Exhaust Repair
Shocks, Tires
We alst service large trucks along with
our othr complete repair.
209 S. 7th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-1751

BOYD'S RADIATOR & GLASS SERVICE
209 S. 7th Street
Murray,Ky. 42071
Phone: 753-1751

{11,

LYNN GROVE
Lovely older 5 bedroom home located 6 miles west
of Murray. Home , which has been renovated and is
in excellent condition, is situated on large ILI acre
lot surrounded by stately oaks. Home has attached
apartment joining main home with breezeway. This
is a unique and exceptional home. Priced in mid
70's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all the information.

2 bdrm. stucco home with gas heat. This house is
wired for cablevision, has 2 porches and a large
bcirrn. Priced to sell. Good location.
Well kept older home on large lot; with 3 bedrrn
1v2 bath mobile home. House has 3 bedrrns.,
dining room and gas heat. This large lot is
suitable for more mobile homes. Good investment. If interested please give us a call.
No, we're not -a new real estate agency in town
Salesmen & Home Phones:
Wayne B. Wilson-753-5086
Alex McCleod-753-1575
Charles Jeffrey 474-2337
Billie Wissmann-753-7476
Office: 753-3263 AkYTIME

We've been here all along, as Guy Spann Realty
But we've grown - now we can give you the
personal service you expect from a small agency
plus the expert advice you'd expect from a big one
Listing-or selling? Give us a call - you'll be sold
onus
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Carlos McManus,
71, Dies Friday
At Lourdes Hospital
Carlos McManus died
Friday at 12:05 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was 71 years of age and a
resident of Benton Route 6.
He was a retired employee
of the 1. C. Railroad, and was a
member of the Oakland
United Methodist Church and
Alford Masonic Lodge. Born
Sept. 19, 1908, he was the son of
the late Cyrus McManus and
Elizabeth Cole McManus.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Janie Collins McManusv
formerly of Calloway County;
one son, M. D. McManus,
Madisonville; two step sons,
Charles Fennell, Hardin
Route 1, and James Fennell,
Benton Route 6; three sisters,
Mrs. Flossie Bylin, Dearborn,
Mich., and Mrs. Mary Lindsey
and Mrs. Rethel Wallace, both
of Paducah; two brothers,
Arther McManus, Hollywood,
Calif., and Irvan McManus,
Kokomo, Ind.; 10 grandchildren; 13 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral Home with
the Rev. Roger Joseph and the
Rev. Jordan Gervin officiating. Burial will follow in
the Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

John Herbert Woods
Dies In Louisville
Nursing Home
John Herbert Woods, formerly of Calloway County,
died Friday morning at the
Bethesda Manor Nursing
Home, Louisville. He was 69
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
carpenter, was a member of a
Baptist Church, and served in
the U. S. Army. Born July 20.
1912, he was the son of the late
James Herbert Woods and
Joella Cook Woods.
He is survived by one son,
Terry Woods, Virginia; three
sisters, Mrs. Iva Davis,
Charleston. W. Va., Mrs.
Thelma Bilenberg, Inverness,
Fla., and Mrs. Clifton Cavitt,
Hardin; one brother, Carl
Woods, Merritt Island, Fla.
The funeral will be held at
the chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, at a time to be
announced. Burial will be in
the West Fork Cemetery in
•
Calloway County.

John Dale To Speak
On Certified Gospel
At Poplar Church

Native Artisans
Exhibition Is
At New York City
NEW YORK AP — "The
Ancestors: Native Artisans of
the Americas" is the name of
an exhibition covering 1,500
years of Indian culture now at
the U.S. Custom House here,
through Oct. 31.
The show is presented by the
Museum of the American
Indian and it includes artifacts and photographs from
the museum's collection,
spanning the hemisphere.
There are also dance and
music performances, craft
festivals and demonstrations,
a film festival, a multi-media
audiovisual presentation, and
an education program.

John Dale will speak on
"The Certified Gospel" with
sCripture from Gal. 1:6-12 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services, and on "Restoring the
Ancient Order" with scripture
from Jer. 6:16 at the 6 p.m.
services on Sunday. Sept. 23,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bolls. Ken Farley, Howell
Clark, Mike Lyons, Kim
Weatherford, Tim Stephens,
Joe Garland, Frank Hargis,
Roger Garner, Larry Evans,
Bob Lax, Vernon Anderson,
Ed West, Emmanuel Manners', Randy Wright, and Max
Farley.
Special class helper will be
Celisa Curd and teen nursery
helper will be Kathy Butterworth. Emmanuel Manners and Gene McDougal will
serve on the extension
department.
Bible study will be at 9:40
a.m. Sunday.
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Dr. J. D. Grey To
Speak At Memorial
Baptist Revival
The Rev. Dr. J.D. Grey,
pastor emeritus of First
Baptist Church, New Orleans,
La., will be the speaker at the
revival services starting
Sunday,Sept. 23, at 10:45 a.m.
at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Services will be at 7:30 each
evening through Thursday,
Sept. 27, and 12 noon, Tuesday

up)
Spann, 1615 Loch
Please return this application to Mrs. Ann
by
42071,
er 28, 1979.
y
Septemb
Kentuck
Lomond Dr., Murray,
Contest date is October 14, 1979

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children has
awarded seven grants of
$10,000 each to local school
systems to establish model
classrooms for handicapped
kindergarten children.
The grants are to Trigg
County, Caldwell County,
County, Simpson
Allen
County, Newport, Ashland and
Berea.
The grants to the Allen
County and Simpson County
boards of education will be
used for a cooperative
program serving children
from the two counties as well
County and
as Logan
Russellville.

Townsend, secretary to both
associations, earlier this
week.
The total $50,000 grant came
from the state's Local Convention and Community
Centers Fund.
Dixon said the funds will be
used for the second phase of
the improvement project,
including construction of a
new cattle barn, renovation of
the original dining room and
open exhibition buildings and
installation of a new septic
tank system.

corporated into the plan.
Hocker said the project
would be financed primarily
with private money, but that
up to 40 percent of the funding
could conic from the sale of
bonds and from the federal
Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
He said acquiring the
property is the only obstacle to
getting the plan underway,
and that he hopes to begin
securing three-year options on
the land next week.
But he said it could take
three years to complete
studies and to arrange the
necessary financing before
construction can begin.
Rodney Berry, executive
Downtown
for
director
Owensboro Inc., a group
formed last year to spur
improvements to the central
said
district,
business
Owensboro merchants are
"100 percent for the project."
"We've felt all along that a
major improvement project
will help those businesses
which in the past have tried to
keep our downtown moving,"
he said
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Mischke To Speak During Church Service

Grace Baptist Church
To Hear Burpoe
Speak At Services

Carla Peas-Horton
Skip Hamra Selected
For Theatre Production

First Baptist To
Hold Revival; Rev.
Cervera To Speak

Heavy Rains
Move Into East
Kentucky Today

Bruce Logue To
Speak At University
Church Of Christ

Ten Members Of .
Music Faculty To
Give Concert Tuesday

Former School
Head Is Sentenced
For Perjury In Case

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Rev. Mattingly To
Be In Charge Of
Catholic Services

First Christian Church
To Hear Roos; Service
Begins At 10:45
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